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Sa’ vidya’ ya’ vimuktaye
Education is that which liberates
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Wise people say that in the past there have been so many crises in human society. Crisis is quite natural for something
moving. Wherever there is movement, there is struggle – struggle against the inertia of the earth. In the past, there have
been crises in the course of movement, crises in different branches of civilization, crises in the realm of education, and so
on. But nowadays, the entire human society is facing the crisis of civilization as a whole, and particularly a crisis in the field
of existence. Human society is now to decide whether to live or to die. If this mud-slinging and intolerance are encouraged,
humanity has no future – the future is dark, the future is sealed forever. But you know, I am not a pessimist. I am always an
optimist.
.... And I hope you will be able to save humanity, because, just like me, you are also optimistic. You should know that great,
or good, people are few in number, they are not many. They do not come within the scope of millions or billions. They are
always few in number. And these few, they are the torchbearers of human society, they are the pioneers, they are the
vanguards of human society. So it is your duty to save humanity. And those who are unable to shoulder their own bags and
baggages – their responsibilities are to be shouldered by you. You should remember that the life of a spiritual aspirant is a
mission. One’s entire life is a mission, one’s entire existence is a mission. And your mission is – what? To save humanity
from this crisis. I hope you will be successful. And I not only hope, I am sure that you will be successful. - Shrii P. R. Sarkar
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An Eco-Community Model for the post-COVID era
, India
In every age, there have been attempts by the visionaries of the era to build sacred spaces in order to manifest the noble
traditions of their time. In the recent past, Santiniketan, Auroville, and Chandigarh are just a few examples.
Shantiniketan, founded in 1942 by Nobel Prize recipient Rabindranath Tagore, is the home of Vishwa Bharati University.
It lies in the neighborhood of Bolpur city in Bolpur subdivision of Birbhum district in West Bengal, India, approximately
152 km north of Kolkata. Debendranath Tagore founded an ‘Ashram’ here in 1863. In 1901, his son Rabindranath started
a school, which later took the shape of Vishwa Bharati University forty years later.
Auroville is an experimental spiritual township in Viluppuram district mostly in the state of Tamil Nadu, India with some
parts in the Union Territory of Puducherry (the name was changed from Pondicherry in 2006) in India. Puducherry is
about 163 km from Chennai by road. Auroville was founded in 1968 by Mirra Alfassa and designed by the French
architect Roger Anger. It is a universal city in the making in southern India dedicated to the ideal of human unity based on
the vision of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother. Prime Minister Modi visited Auroville on February 25, 2018. Pondicherry
was a French settlement in British India until 1954 and was then taken over by the Government of India.
In Post-independence India, Jawahar Lal Nehru inaugurated a garden city in northern India with the help of the American
town planner Albert Mayer, the Polish archite t atthe
o i i ho died in a ane rash and u timate
e orbusier
a
iss- ren h to n- anner and a ed handigarh — The it of eaut . It as named after the tantri goddess
handi. An o d tem e handi andir sti stands in the hi s on the northern outskirts of Chandigarh. Chandigarh is
located 260 km north of New Delhi. The metropolitan area of Chandigarh, Mohali and Panchkula collectively form a tricity, with a combined population of over 1.6 million. The population of Chandigarh in 2011 was 1,055,450. Chandigarh
overs an area of 114 square i ometers. ehru first visited handigarh in 1952 and said: et this be a ne to n
s mbo i of freedom of India, unfettered b the traditions of the ast, an ex ression of the nation’s faith in the future.
o it has be ome a ensioner’s aradise and one of the eanest ities of India.

Vision of an Ideal Educational Community
Here we shall look into a vision of an ideal educational community put forth by another renaissance man of our times. The
nandanagar edu ationa to nshi , located 330 km northwest of Kolkata in Purulia district of West Bengal and 106 km
northeast of Ranchi, Jharkhand, was founded in 1962 by Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar (aka Shrii Shrii Anandamurti) to
serve as a global master-unit (Cakranemi)-- a global eco-township. It manifested his desire to build a service community
that would host the global headquarters of his newly started socio-spiritual movement and become a beacon light for a
world steeped in strife, conflict, dogma and inequities. No one ever imagined at that time the extent of his grand vision.
His all-encompassing vision actually was revealed in full detail only during 1987-1990, just prior to his physical departure
from this earth. Very few persons are even a are of the intri ate detai s of nandanagar’s rura ommunit
ans, hi h
evo e onder and ins iration in an one interested in the e fare of the anet, eo e and a its f ora and fauna.
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nandanagar is i e an oasis in the barren ands a e of human ons iousness. In this short arti e, a fe interesting detai s
about nandanagar are revea ed, from its glorious past to its enlightening bright future.
ar a a from the din and bust e of ife in a remote ristine aste and ies the ho it of nandanagar that re resents
g oba ea e, harmon and benevo en e and arries the mar s of its birth, hen it first emerged from the omb of the
universe at the time hen anet arth as first formed. nandanagar, resting in R h, has been called the first rad e of
human ivi i ation and is of great histori a im ortan e for a inhabitants of the arth, ho ma be interested in its ast
and future. nandanagar, named by its founder, is located on the eastern border of West Bengal and partly in the state of
har hand in India and s ans an area of 6 5 square i ometers a most as big as inga ore. The ands a e of
nandanagar o ens u a fas inating anorama of o en s , sprawling hills, ancient rock formations and winding rivers. In
the shadows of these mountains sti ie the fossi i ed remains of the an ient reatures of re-histori India. A s ant t ent
i ometers to the southeast stand hi s here ahar i a i a the first hi oso her ived and ro ounded a h a
philosophy around 1700 BC. Inters ersed throughout nandanagar are sma triba vi ages here o a inhabitants
continue with their centuries-old routines amidst rich antiquity and mineral riches of the land. Sheep and cows graze freely
in the vast grasslands of the area. Most of the inhabitants have great benefited from the resen e of deve o ment ro e ts
of Ananda
rga through do ens of edu ationa institutions started in the ear 1960’s.

Headquarters of Ananda Marga Gurukula
n e tember , 1990, nandanagar as designated as the headquarters of the g oba am us of nanda
rga uru u a
(AMGK) University. Two years prior to the founding of the gurukula, the founder spelled out a vision of a vast network of
roads (saraniis), junctions (mors), meeting points, water harvesting stru tures s ars , forest om ounds, or hards
nans), botanical gardens, parks, beauty-spots, sanctuaries, over two hundred proposed agricultural research centers,
over fifty renewable energy projects, and a natural gene bank for thousands of plant s e ies from a over the or d. The
guru u a at nandanagar stands as a iving embodiment of a ied neohumanism and a testament to the founder’s vision
for creating a space for preserving and protecting the benevolent tantric heritage of humanity.
Against the ba dro of a or d of inequities, materia ist u ture, ro ded ities, humans in mas s, and a onstant fear of
a o a sing ivi i ation, nandanagar emerges as a IT
I , true to its name. There is abundant fresh air,
mineral-rich water and green vegetation s read out over a thousand ar s and nans (botanical gardens and orchards),
and a vision of hundreds of farm-products and industrial compounds with potentially easy access to an optic fiber cable
network for global cyber connectivity.

About 300 million years ago, there was a great ocean but no land mass and no one present to name that ocean. After a long
time, a nameless mountainous terrain emerged covered with snowy peaks, and these gave birth to numerous rivers later
on.1
nandanagar o ated in uru ia distri t in est enga has geo ogi a been a art of estern R h, which itself is
millions of years older than the Himalayas. It is the oldest landmass on this Earth and carries a history of millions of years
in its bosom. Later, Gondwanaland was the name given to that
landmass, which broke up over time to form different ontinents.
astern R h enga , undarbans and the ortheast as formed mu h
ater from the si t of high mountains. There is eviden e that human
beings a eared in estern R h in the an ient ast, built a developed
civilization with the guidance of hiva, and too the first-ever ste s
to ards u tura rogress. The inhabitants of R h s read out over the
entire or d and be ame the sons of the soi
herever the ent, and
contributed to the cultural progress of the world everywhere. The first
hi oso her ahar I a i as born in the nandanagar area and
ioneered s iritua inquir . The i toria stone engraving of tantri
s mbo s found in the nava a ra guha ave near nandanagar is a so a
testament to the spiritual heritage of the inhabitants of estern R h.

Present History

Fossilized remains of prehistoric mammals still
lie scattered around Anandanagar.

In 1962, The Ra a of arh- o ur donated an initia area of 1 0.69 a res in ag ata i age to serve as the servi e enter
of Ananda
rga. At that time, this plot was on the border of West Bengal and Bihar. The Bihar portion became part of
the newly formed state of Jharkhand. Many more lands were later purchased or received as donations.
1

hrii hrii nandamurti, R h- the rad e of ivi i ation, nanda
India.

rga ub i ations, nandanagar, West Bengal,
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hrii hrii nandamurti i first visited nandanagar, arriving from
Jamalpur on March 6, 1964. At that time there were no roads and no
andmar s ex e t the rai a ine. e aid the foundation stone of A IT
Ananda
rga Institute of Te hno og on ar h 8, 1964. Its first
rin i a as h r a Amit nanda Avadh ta. Amitananda i a so served
as the Re tor aster of nandanagar for a long time. Primary schools
and junior/senior high schools were soon started, and a degree college
was opened on July 23, 1966.
nandanagar no has an A
Tea hers Training o ege and a host
of other edu ationa institutions. T o dams have been bui t a ong the
a ina River. In order to provide employment to 60 local people, a
fully solarized ANDS Bag Factory and a Solar Energy Compound were
built in Pundag, near the entrance to Anandanagar. ANDS -in 1964. He took the Bardhaman Ranchi passenger
nandanagar eve o ment o iet -- also undertakes massive
train at Dhanbad to Pundag station.
development projects like road building, as well as distributing seeds
and saplings to villagers on a regu ar basis. tudents of the high s hoo
get free training in footba from a s orts a adem in o ata. The nanda
rga niversa Re ief Team (AMURT) is
also engaged in conducting regular medical camps, and distributing food and other articles of basic necessities to the
poorest of the poor. Eighteen Primary schools and four junior high schools have recently been added. There are t o senior
high s hoo s in haira hatar and o aro distri t in the har hand area of estern nandanagar, each of hi h have
enro ment of over 600 students. ver the ast five de ades the igh hoo in entra nandanagar has graduated
thousands of students hai ing from o a vi ages. The omen’s e fare e artment has a so estab ished a igh hoo
for Girls in Uma ivas in a ina rat anta of nandanagar , and the R h hoo has re ent been onstru ted nearb
for ounger hi dren. An or hanage is run in entra nandanagar, and lady sannyasins are managing another one in Sarjo
Mahato. A music college for ladies is run in Hawa Mahal nearby. The building was designed and constructed by two lady
volunteers from Turkey and the Netherlands.
It is heartening to note that recently, on February 12, 2020, the Ministry of Culture of the Government of India noted the
five de ades of se f ess or of nanda
rga at nandanagar and de ared it as one of the best
s among 408
selected from a nationwide screening, for transforming rural India and exemplifying sustainable development. Of course,
this is the just the beginning as only 2% of the projects envisioned by the founder have actually taken shape so far. It
would not be far-fetched thinking to imagine, in the not too distant future, an internationa air ort in the vi init of
nandanagar to ater to the potential
demand of overseas tourists and
devout followers to conveniently
visit the Gurukula Global Campus.

Future
Layout
nandanagar (AN) is located
between the Equator and the Tropic
of Cancer and consists of twelve
sections (mini-anandanagar’s):
Madhya AN (Central), Kaoshikii
AN (South), Shyamal AN, Bhaeravii
AN (West), Bhavanii AN (East),
Tarun AN, Mohan AN, Arun AN,
Maloy AN, Pinaki AN, Saeket AN
and Gopal AN.
Seven rivers flow through the land and have been named by Shrii Shrii Anandamurtiji as the Daksina River, Uttara River,
Guaki River, Alkananda River, Paragati River, Mandakini River and Kunti River. An elaborate program of building dams,
lakes, causeway bridges, culverts and barrages continues as donations trickle in from devoted disciples and sympathizers.
No government grants are ever taken by the organization for building the educational township and global headquarters.
The uru u a du ationa et or is s read around the or d, but the am us headquarters ies at nandanagar. The
rimar tertiar edu ationa institutions of nandanagar are the a s rta id iitha, Music College rabhat amgiita
A adem , eterinar o ege, ogi i itsa endra, Agri u tura o ege, urvedi o ege, Homeopathic College,
handsi, Tea hers Training o ege, ine Arts o ege
Rural Medical o ege, ATA — aturo ath , A u un ture
and R h a
endra for R ho og Resear h.
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Rare Species of Plants
nandanagar is the re ositor of rare s e ies of ants from around the or d. Basil, for exam e, a one has ten varieties,
su h as Ram Tu si, Ra an Tu si, r na Tu si, Radha Tulsi, Ban Tulsi, Chandan Tulsi, Karpur Tulsi, Italian Tulsi,
American Tulsi and Spanish Tulsi. 60% of the neem (maragosa) plants are of Indian variety, 30% are ghora neem (highly
bitter), 5% sweet neem (curry patta) and 5% are neem species like Sadao of Thailand, and other species from around the
world. Then there are Paraguayan coconut, American arrowroot, German walnuts, Thai Rambutan, mangoes, mangosteen
and jackfruits, Chinese litchi, papaya from the Philippines and the Taiwan, bamboo from Bali, Singapuri betel nut, Iraqi
date palm, African red jam, Valencia oranges, sweet lemon from Cyprus & Laos, Tanzanian cashew nuts, and a thousand
others. nandanagar is no the home of ants from a ontinents. erbariums are arti u ar being given s e ia
attention in different s e ia om ounds made for that ur ose. ashe nut anan , ango r hards and a a a arden
are favorite tourist attra tions for visitors to nandanagar. Sannyasins made pickles from the sur us rodu tion of the
a fruit ro this ear. ee boxes near the R h a a endra museum rovide hone for medi ina ur oses. Young
workers feel free to use their creativity to make the production units se f-su orting and to reate e onomi se fsuffi ien in the area. As a resu t of the massive afforestation rogram underta en at nandanagar, the rainfa has
in reased over the ast de ade. The thirteen hundred s ars ( ponds), each of which has re eived a a s rta name from
the founder, ere designed to reserve the ater tab e in the area. The boundar
ants, surfa e ants, s o e ants and
fishes designated for ea h s ar are a unique a em o ed to he retain the ater in the s ars during periods of intense
heat.
On June 16, 1988, the nandanagar staff as dire ted b the founder to ma e a rovision for onds and oo s for rare and
dying-out aquatic animals, such as Shiila Shaekta for coloured fishes, PASAKA for other than most coloured fishes,
Durlabha Druma for aquatic animals, Pushpa Purodyana for water tortoise and Stamba stavan for land tortoise. On the
shore of these ponds, there is a need for sand for the tortoises. The tortoises come to the shore, excavate the sand and lay
their eggs there. The eggs hatch into young tortoises due to the warmth of the sand. Water tortoises are carnivorous and
like rotten fish and meat. They are the vultures of the water. The land tortoises are herbivorous and eat gram (peas and
beans). The land tortoise lives up to 500 years and is very big. The water tortoise lives for about 300 years. Similarly,
directions were given by the founder for about eighty sanctuaries to provide a safe haven for birds and other creatures. A
big python has been living quite happily for many years in the Central Sanctuary called PASAKA.

The Roads
The roads saraniis in nandanagar are named after e -known luminaries of the world such as Bhaskaracarya, Spinoza,
Galileo, Surdas, Vidur, Albert Einstein, Varah-Mihir, Kalidas, Madhusudan Dutta, Rabindranath Tagore, Miirabai,
Tansen, Mahatma Gandhi, Marconi, Bernard Shaw, Tolstoy, Shankaracarya, Ramanuja, Aurobindo Ghosh, Vidyapati,
Patainjali, Dhanwantri, Ram Mohan Roy, Vivekananda, Parshuram, Gautam Buddha, Maharaja Ranjit Singh, Maharaj
Yudhisthir, Kumarjiiva, Ramakrishna, Sant Tukaram, Madame Curie, Sigmund Freud, Aryabhatta, and scores of other
great personalities who have illuminated the world with their developed minds. The founder also paid tribute to many
senior sann asins mon s and nuns and a su orters ho ontributed to the deve o ment of nandanagar or ho
sacrificed their lives at the altar of cosmic ideology, by giving projects in their names such as Parshivananda Forest,
Abhedananda Dihi, Sutreshvarananda anan, ha eshvarananda om ound, Ananda ra eta eema hand et . It is
indeed refreshing to breathe the air at nandanagar, which carries the goodwill of so many persons who lived their lives
for the sake of building one human society free from all dogma, superstitions, exploitation and narrow sentiments.

Spiritual Environment
or s iritua see ers, the sixt -four tantra- iithas a es here ogis
meditated and attained u timate se f-rea i ation are a s e ia attra tion.
nandanagar rovides an antidote to the materia ist u ture that has be ome
the breeding ground for so man i s of so iet , ranging from h si a
si ness to menta i ness and s iritua va uum. o one smo es at
nandanagar; pure sattvika foods are served there; everyone practices yoga
and meditation daily; and all live in harmony with nature. The morning
chirping of birds wakes everyone as early as 4am and the morning siren
alerts everyone at 4:45am in time to gather for a half-hour morning
meditation called Painca an a hi h starts at 5am shar . The extreme
tem eratures at nandanagar an be ha enging, but the inhabitants have learned to cope with the diversity of season that
bring extreme rainfall, extreme heat, extreme cold and extreme thunder and lightening. The palash red flowers, magnolia,
night jasmines, roses and other flowers in different seasons bring smiles and inspire the villagers to dance and sing in their
own traditional styles. Birds fly around freely and even monkeys visit periodically to feast in the numerous nans and
san tuaries. n e an e e hant a so ame b and bro e a a of the farm in A itananda dihi next to the uru u a am us.
A b gh (leopard) that came to the central sanctuary near Baglata village finally was transported to the Kolkata zoo by an
ex ert team in ate 1980’s.There as a time hen foxes used to ho ever night, but no on frogs ma e merr after the
rains. ats and o s hide in ver dar s a es far a a from humans. In the 1960’s, sna es ere found at ever ste , but
over the ears, the have moved a a to distant forests and mountains. nandanagar has survived as a green one, 100%
free from the onslaught of COVID-19 infections. Everyone moves and engages in their work here without any fear.
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For Visitors
Sixteen canteens have been envisioned to satisfy the palate of residents and visitors. The names of these canteens, coined
by the founder, are inviting too. Abar Asun (come-again) , Garam-Garam(hot-hot), Rasan Ranjaka (tasty pleasure), Asun
Basun(come-sit), Bar Bar Asun (come again, again) etc. The menues of these and other canteens range from milk bar to
tasty snacks like khirer kachuri, rasa bara, vegetable chop, gokul piitha, nona-paratha, China badam bhaja, beguni, puran
puri, bhel puri, salted pumpkin seeds, rabri , ma ai, and other mouth atering de i a ies of the area. The nandanagar
ogi a i itsa and e ness enter is o en around the o for detox routines. Indigenous remedies re ared from fresh
herbs are a so readi avai ab e from herb gardens. nandanagar was one of the first places in the area to treat people
using acupuncture. People come from far-off towns to get treated with the acupuncture healing modality.
nandanagar is designed to rovide sentient o to one and a . It shines in the glory of the eterna gos e of universa
humanism. a those ho get edu ated at the uru u a at nandanagar arr divine b essings to bui d a or d ins ired
by a spirit of selfless service for the welfare of one and all, and free from injustices, dogma, and sectarian or materialist
outlooks. The goa is to reate a oo erative ommunit here ever individua or s for the o e tive e fare, and the
ommunit fa i itates and rovides a ordia atmos here for ea h individua ’s a -round gro th. nandanagar re resents a
new hope, fresh dynamism, determined optimism and a new stir to awaken the élan-vital of humanity in the post-Covid-19
era.
Some people fear that state and corporate control of society through extreme digital surveillance is bringing about
situations where human beings are living in detention centers in their own homes, becoming like animals in cages. All
wish to be free. But freedom will only come through a structural shift in the way we conduct our social and economic lives
as well as through a fundamental shift in our lifestyles. The trafficking and consumption of wild animals and the industrial
production of birds and animals lie at the root of viral zoonosis production including SARS-CoV-2 (the virus that causes
COVID-19 disease) and the production of extra carbon emissions. We have intensified agriculture, expanded
infrastructure and extracted resources at the expense of wild spaces. Dams, irrigation and factory farms are linked to 25%
of infectious diseases in humans and the spread of pathogens. UN agencies report that if we keep exploiting wildlife and
destroying our ecosystems, then we can expect to see a steady stream of diseases jumping from animals to humans in the
years ahead. Sustainable land management, improving biodiversity and investing in scientific research is a priority today.

New Paradigm
The only way out of the vicious cycle that maintains our unsustainable world is to shift towards a new paradigm – i e the
one re resented b nandanagar A . nandanagar endeavors to free human beings and the other creatures from the
s ho og of ‘use and thro ’ or ‘ex oit for rofit’ and minimi es the inf uen e of entra i ed ontro s b ado ting a
policy of strict adherence to aparigraha (being satisfied with fewer materia things and santo a menta ontentment . A
g oba hain of master-units e o-vi ages i e nandanagar ou d he reate a ne
or d hi h ou d be in a ignment
with the deeper aspirations of humanity-- to live in freedom, happiness, abundance, progress and justice for all.
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Ananda Marga Gurukula
Campus under Construction
Cakradhuri means the hub of a wheel. AMGK Cakradhuri represents
the global administrative hub of Ananda Marga Gurukula and covers
an area of about 15 acres, located to the south of Central
Anandanagar across the river Daksina and just a three minutes walk
from the Memorial Hall and newly constructed dam on the River
Daksina.
A two-floor circular building consisting of over 30,000 sq feet of
constructed space has been under construction and will house an
auditorium, some seminar halls, office spaces for functionaries of
Cakradhuri, a senate hall and an Institute of Yoga, Tantra and Allied
Sciences.
u a ati’s residen e is being constructed in the northern corner of
the Cakradhuri campus. An electric transformer has been installed.
The water well has been repaired. The water piping for the entire
campus is under repair and two water tanks are now already filled
with water. Reception area is currently being renovated. An herbal
garden is also being prepared within the campus. A plan for the
solarization of the entire campus has also been made.
Mahesh and Dada Harikrpananda are managing the landscaping and
supervision of basic construction under the overall guidance of
Kulapati, Dada Shambhushivananda. Dada Priitiishananda and Dada
Aniirvanananda are also providing local logistical support.
A boundary wall has been
constructed around the entire 15
acres campus in order to protect it
from wild animals and to protect the
vegetation. Abundant flora and fauna
is available on the campus including
a wide variety of birds and even local
wild peacocks. Cobras and vipers
have been transported to other
locations. This little bird was born in
Cakradhuri campus in June 2020.
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While the entire world is in almost lockdown, Anandanagar is unleashing its potential in
leaps and bounds. As it is a green zone, spiritual events have been conducted almost
every day in at least one of the 85 villages of Anandanagar. These have usually been
followed by social service where the entire village residents take a collective meal served
by AMURT workers.
Cow-dung bricks are being researched
and experimented at the Gurukula
Center attached to the ANDS complex
by Dada Utyagananda. The entire ANDS bags factory in Pundag has
been solarized and an additional solar compound has been added.
The Ayurveda and Alternative Pathies College was inaugurated at
Gopal Anandanagar. Regular classes are being conducted twice a week
on Anatomy, Physiology, Pathology, Yogic Science and Spiritual Life
style. Among the teachers who give regular classes are Dada
Pracetananda, Dada Brahmabuddhyananda, Tapasuddha, Niranjan and
Dada Shambhúshivánanda. Kaoshikii competition was held among the
twenty students of the college on September 8,2020.
Several video clips were prepared with the help of Garima (UAE/Ukraine) and Prof.
Mrinal Pathak on the planning of Anandanagar and its herbariums. Recently, a new
herbarium was created at Shubhankar compound of the Gurukula Campus. Ac.
Priitiishananda Avadhuta led this effort. He also prepared five quintals of jackfruit and
mango pickles, which is being sold now through Anandanagar Cooperative Department.
https://youtu.be/b4qgjBBJCTM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LBJ22YktEFQ&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jSM0Q1rnybA&feature=youtu.be
Dada Svarupananda of AMGK Teachers Training College led the road-building effort
and laid down a 2 kilometers cemented road from Madhu Karnika -Bose-Einstein SaraniPatanjali Sarani- Rotunda Sarani ..all the way to the Post Office.
In a short span of a few months, the entire Anandanagar
has got a facelift and is blooming with activities. Several intercaste marriages were
conducted and paddy-cultivation was done in all agricultural lands. Dada Aniirvananda’s
staff was busy milking cows and serving Anandanagar residents with fresh milk. A new
dairy farm is also under construction at the Farm Complex. The Central Farm Secretary is
leading the initiative to establish a huge farm complex at Bansgarh on over a fifty acres plot.
An impressive three-story building has been constructed in the most pristine part of
Anandanagar surrounded by hills and water bodies. Orchards and tree plantation of diverse
species are being planted on the campus. It is a place worth visiting.
Dada Narayananda brought many tourists to show all the historic sites of Anandanagar. To
carry on the legacy of late Dada Kiirtyananda who led the Rarhology faculty of AMGK, he
has also built a beautiful Rarh Museum in Central Anandanagar. It is still awaiting the
arrival of a qualified Curator.
Dada Kalyaneshvarananda built an impressive memorial dam
on the river Daksina and is spearheading plantations in the area
and building Madam Curie Sarani which would link Cakradhuri Northern Gate to
Divyananda Sarani and Memorial Complex.
Dada Gurudattananda is actively supervising the Community Medical Service Program, Fine
Arts College, Music College and the Veterinary College at Anandanagar. Plantation work is
going on in Uttar Pratyanta Anandanagar at Gurukul Veterinary college campus.
A regular medical camp is being conducted in Guridih Village by Dada Pracetananda on
behalf of Medical Seva Dal. Dada Brahmabuddhyananda has treated scores of patients in
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local villages with ayurvedic treatments and detox routines. The Naturopathy Center led by Niranjan and Tapasudha also
is giving treatments in Central Anandanagar.
Weekend art workshops are also being conducted periodically at the Ananda Marga Gurukula Arts College in
Anandanagar.
Samskrta Academy Foundation Day was commemorated on
Oct 5th. Samskrta songs of Prabhata Samgiita were sung. Arup
gave a welcoming talk in s skrta followed by the Kul p ti’s
address on the significance of Samskrta Vidyapiitha.
Anandanagar is a sleeping beauty awaiting to manifest the
dream of its founder Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar.
Anandanagar is emerging as a cultural hub and a great tantricpiitha (sacred spiritual site) of the world, most conducive for
the practice of spiritual-sádhaná (meditation).

Uma Nivas Women's College
By Didi Anandarama

The work of the construction at the Uma Nivas Women's
College has been going on steadily despite several constraints.
Didi Ananda Vratiisha has been doing a great job overseeing
the work. She managed to finish the boundary wall, which is a
huge step forward. Other work almost finished is the plastering
outdoors. We still need bathrooms, veranda floors and grills,
two gates, electric wiring, water tank, security room, painting
etc. to the outstanding budget of $25,000. A donor offered a
matching fund, so kindly help us, so we may finish this project and start operation according to plan by January. 2021.
The children and girls are waiting !
150 primary school children are waiting at the Rarh hostel
and about to be relocated to their new premises on the
ground floor of the new building The Ananda Marga high
school girls at Uma Nivas will also be able to study at the
college.
We are grateful to all the donors who have brought us this
far. <didianandarama@gmail.com>
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Ananda Marga Gurukula Celebrates
30th Anniversary
Online Event – September 6, 2020
On the eve of 30th anniversary of AMGK, a global online gathering of over a hundred enthusiastic neohumanist thought
leaders and practitioners took place on September 6th, 2020. The participants were from over thirty countries.

Gurukula. The introducto
Shambhúshivánanda,
(India). The event was
kicked off by two illuminating key note speeches by celebrated speakers Dr. Sohail Inayatullah (Australia) and Dr.
Kathleen Kesson (USA). The other speakers were as follows:
Key Note Speakers
Dr. Sohail Inayatullah – Gurukul Making the Transition
Dr. Kathleen Kesson – Gurukula 2020
Session 1 - Neohumanism, Science and Microvita
Neohumanism, Science, Microvita - Sid Jordan Moderator
Dr Marcus Bussey – Neohumanism: A Call to Action
Dr Michael Towsey – The Relationship between Neohumanism &
Science
Dr Hans-Joachim Rudolph – Microvita and Consciousness
Dr Vartika Jain – Society for Microvita Research & Integrated Medicine:
Various Activities
Session 2 - Socio-Economics/Global Perspectives
Dr Ravi Batra – The Law of the Social Cycle as related to Current World
Events
Dr Edward McKenna – Neoliberalism & the Rise of Authoritarianism
Khun Krisada Kampanatsanyakorn – Developing a Cheap Renewable
Energy Solution
Craig Runde - W
PR S
’ P
Dr Howard Nemon – Sadvipra Leadership Training
Session 3 – Neohumanist Education Initiatives
Didi Ananda Devapriya Moderator
Rutger Tamminga – NHE, Green Curriculum, Cosmic Education
Christian Franceschini – Neohumanism & NHE Projects in Northern Italy
Linda Baker – Supporting Teachers & their Inner Development
Eric Jacobson – Applying Neohumanist Principles in Curriculum
Instruction
Dr Sunandita Bhomik – NHE & the Development of Full Human
Potentiality
Session 4 -Spiritual Sciences-Research and Practice
Dr. Richard Maxwell – Moderator
Dr Ram Nath Jha – Ananda Sutram: Only Yoga can lead to Ultimate
Truth that Unifies All Individuals and the Entire Cosmos
Dr Sucharit Katyal – A Cognitive Science Approach to Microvita Research in the Mind
Dr Jyoshna la Trobe – Neohumanism and Exploration into the Supra-Aesthetic Science of Kiirtan
Dada Vishvarupananda – The Phenomenology of Meditation: Touching, Sacred Relationship & Reversibility
Closing Remarks
The closing remarks were delivered by Arete Brim, Kalyanii Chew, Vishvamitra. Dada Shambhúshivánanda closed the
event with the gurukula song again. A followup conference is planned for December.
The recorded video of the event was made available for everyone interested and can be viewed and listened to at:
https://youtu.be/4Wh-mM_45VQ
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Anniversary Events at Anandanagar, September 7th
__

On September 7th, 2020 two events were held at Anandanagar- one at AM High School and another one at Gurukula
Mahasamiti Office. Dada Shambhushivananda spoke at length on the occasion and shared his deep insights on the three
distinct roles of Gurukula:
1. To help build a model Anandanagar educational township along the planning envisaged by the founder;
2. To conduct research and trainings in order to further empower neohumanist teachers and build a global network of
neohumanist educational institutions; and
3. To spread neohumanist knowledge in the world through regular seminars, workshops, conferences, publications and to
actively participate in global initiatives to save the world from deep crises in all walks of life.
The global network of Gurukula has already been active to fulfill the mandate as given by Shrii Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar and
welcomes all those who wish to support the growth of Gurukula world-wide.

Upcoming Online Conference

The world is faced today with multiple crises leading to widespread economic strain and psychological stress. The
pandemic has created havoc; the health of people is at risk; communities face disasters more frequently as climate
change poses new threats; xenophobia spreads; gender and racial inequality still pervades; trust in information and
science declines; authoritarianism is on the rise; wealth disparities see no sign of ebbing; materialism dominates;
moral and cultural degeneration is a serious concern; fear and insecurity abound. The list is endless. This virtual global
conference scheduled for December 11-14, 2020 is a conference of hope and conviction so that we can face the
challenges and build a loving, caring and nurturing society – where each living being born on the earth can thrive and
reach their full potential.
MORE DETAILS: https://nhcollege.gurukul.edu/conference-invitation/
REGISTER: https://nhcollege.gurukul.edu/conference-invitation/registration-instructions/
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Can Covid-19 Help Create a New
Renaissance?
By Professor Sohail Inayatullah

An earlier version of this appeared in Rohit Talwar, editor, Aftershocks and Opportunities. London: Fastfuture, 2020.
I would like to thank Dr. Peter Black for useful comments on earlier drafts.
ABSTRACT
Seven paradigms or discourses are used to understand possible responses to Covid-19. These are: the medical, next
disease, beyond meat, leadership and climate change, the end of capitalism. The final discourse suggests that we may be
able to create a new renaissance.
During the global financial crisis over a decade ago, the Financial Times reported that at its heart this was a narrative
crisis. How you dealt with it depended on the story you used. Was it a mortgage crisis, a banking crisis, a geo-political
crisis of the shift to the Pacific (higher savings rates), a financial crisis, or even a crisis of capitalism? Ultimately, the
deeper crisis was waived off, and Wall Street was saved at the expense of Main Street. China also helped to save the day
and all returned to normalcy. The window of a possibility of deep change did not materialize.
We are in a similar situation today. As during the French Revolution, time is plastic, we have entered uncharted waters.
Once the crisis nears its end, many will be tempted to go back to the world we knew. However, this is also the opportunity
to create a different world - a portal as Arundhati Roy, argues. As biosecurity expert Peter Black argues, "Historically,
pandemics have forced humans to break with the past and imagine their world anew. This one is no different. It is a portal,
a gateway between one world and the next."
What we do will be decided by the narrative we use. How deep do we wish to go, how much do we wish to change? Here I
present seven paradigms, or discourses, to understand the possible responses to Covid-19 that may play out.
BLAME GAME AND CON-SPIRITUALITY
In this narrative, the goal is to use the pandemic for political points, to hold on to and extend power. Thus, in India Modhi
and his cronies blame muslims. In the USA, Trump and his regime, call it the Kung-flu, the China-virus. Instead of a focus
on global solidarity – we are all in the same storm, though different boats – the focus is on division. Equally significant
has been the rise of the conspiracy movement, largely prevalent in the extreme right and the spiritual left. Feeling
powerless and believing in over-inflated agency, they create grand theories where there is a secret elite – often Jews - who
have created the virus for unknown purposes. In both approaches, it is political point scoring that comes first.
DISEASE AND CURE
However, If COVID-19 is a global health crisis i.e. a disease crisis, then the answer is easy: find the cure and the vaccine.
Ensure open science, the free-flow information, and find the medical solutions. The main insights will be that global
science - the free flow of information - working together can create the difference. As a Spanish biological researcher
commented: "You give the footballer one million euros a month and biological researcher 1 ,800 euros. You are looking
for a treatment now. Go to Cristiano Ronaldo or Messi now and they will find you a cure. Science and technology with
predictive artificial intelligence and innovative companies lead the way.
THE NEXT DISEASE
While this resolves the short and medium range future, what happens when a similar zoonotic disease erupts? To meet an
increasing demand, wildlife are being sourced from more and more remote patches of the planet that humans have
disturbed (i.e. land use change)—to satisfy resource consumption needs at the broadest level. More erratic excretion
patterns of viruses follow, coupled with mixing of species that increase the risk of so called ‘spill over events’ that
manifest more as a food consumption crisis. Required here is the banning of wet markets, of eating of exotic animals. It
also means challenging masculinities in East Asia and the search for exotic alternative health potions. But mere legislation
will not solve the day. We need to ensure that those trading in these lucrative areas - the bounty hunters - find new work,
otherwise, the trade will just go underground. This again is not just a Chinese national issue but one requiring a global
coordinated effort. It will require Interpol to begin to shift toward becoming Earthpol.
BEYOND MEAT
Perhaps this is more than just a zoonotic crisis. It is not just wildlife that is the problem, but our consumption patterns.
Many blame factory farming and warn that the next pandemic will emerge from how we produce food. Hence, we need to
redesign cities and what we eat so we do not encroach in wildlife areas. We also urgently need to change our relationship
with meat. While challenging meat may be too much for many, the current production models certainly need to shift.
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LEADERSHIP AND CLIMATE CHANGE
We now know that global focus is possible. Global coordination is possible. Solutions unimaginable months ago are now
the new normal. This crisis can be seen as a pre-run, a mock trial, preparing us for the real event - climate change. Some
of the drivers for the zoonotic disease challenge, such as land use change, are also directly related to climate change. What
we learn today, or the changes we need to make today, can be crucial for the world we create. Thus, this crisis is
essentially about leadership. Can we ensure the shift to a greener planet? This means moving toward solar energies and
ending the fossil fuel era.
THE END OF CAPITALISM
As we enter a severe recession, or a seven year malaise, possibly a global depression, the real issue is economic. Creating
a world where "money keeps on rolling" and not getting stuck in the hands of a few becomes urgent and imperative. This
is a world where glo-cal solutions are focused on equity and prosperity. One where universal basic income, free education,
health, and housing for all, are not the sole concern of the left, but required for global security. We thus need to challenge
the world capitalist system with its mantra of "more, more, more for the few.” In this scenario, uneven development
distorted by deep global inequity cannot continue. Capitalism dies: we help it disappear. Most likely this will mean three
economic spheres as argued by Shrii Sarkar, the founder of Proutist Economics. Global cooperatives, globalized industries
and markets. It will require global governance if not global government. For many, this means surveillance and the loss of
individual liberties. For others, this means the end of identity based on whom one hates and other imagined realities. It
means accepting that we are human beings first. Innovative technologies create stunning wealth for all.
.
THE NEW RENAISSANCE
This then is a much deeper crisis and challenge.




Our view of ourselves as material beings is being challenged. We can either panic or go deep within and mindfully
find peace.
Our view of ourselves as defined by the nation-state is being challenged. Viruses do not care about boundaries nor
does nuclearisation bring safety.
Our view of ourselves as outside of nature, as separate from Gaia is being challenged. Our view of ourselves as
defined by economics only is being challenged. More and more will recognise and identify ‘the Growth Delusion’.

The deep challenge lies in fixing the great imbalance. In our four spheres of life: economy, society, spirit, and nature, we
have overly favored one at the expense of others. We need a great Gaian rebalance, moving to a world with a quadruple
bottom line: Prosperity, Purpose, People, and Planet. COVID-19 can help us create a new Renaissance - a transformation
of self and society, home and plant. There have been two historical renaissances. The Asian Renaissance was personal: the
quest for inner peace, enlightenment, the utopia of the mind. The European Renaissance challenged dogma, allowing
science and art to flourish, creating the possibility of revolution after revolution against authority that does not serve the
utopia of the material world.
We are in a similar process now. However, after the vaccine is found there will be a push to go back to what we know, the
used future. If we are not careful and purposeful, it will be a pause followed by the pursuit of light-speed economic
growth—back to where we were. Gaian leadership at this time is about charting a new direction, exploring scenarios, and
creating global systems that help us arrive at a new future.
Professor Sohail Inayatullah is inaugural UNESCO Chair in Futures Studies; Professor, Tamkang University,
Taiwan; Associate, Melbourne Business School, Australia. Researcher, Metafuture.org and
metafutureschool.teachable.com. Metafuture is an educational think tank which explores futures-oriented issues and
is currently offering online courses in Futures Studies.

For more information about these two courses, please visit:
http://www.metafuture.org/coursestraining/forthcoming-speeches-workshops-and-training/
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“Challenges for Youth – Part 1: On Climate Change” was featured in Issue 49 of Gurukula Network

Challenges for Youth
Part 2: Inequality
By Dr. Ed McKenna

The Covid-19 crisis has revealed in stark detail the extent to which inequality characterizes most
of the world. People of color and people living in poverty have been much more severely affected by the virus.
Amazingly, in the United States, one in 1000 African-Americans has been killed by the virus
Yet, prior to 2011, there was very little discussion concerning the idea of economic inequality in the media and in
professional economic forums. Economists devoted very little study to the topic, and the general belief was that inequality
was diminishing in significance over time. Then, seemingly from nowhere, there arose the Occupy Wall Street movement,
a movement devoted to the issue of economic inequality. Two years later, Thomas Piketty published his groundbreaking
work "Capital in the 21st Century", a book that definitively presented the facts regarding the enormous increase in
inequality that had been taking place over the previous 35 years. Suddenly, the topic of economic inequality rose to the top
of the economic agenda.
What exactly do economists mean when they say inequality has risen dramatically? Why has this increase taken place over
the past several decades? And, if there has been an increase, why does it matter? These are the questions I will address in
this article.
I. Different Ways to Look at Inequality
There are several different perspectives that we can utilize to study the issue of inequality. One perspective deals with the
question of what is happening with respect to inequality of income among countries. So, for example, we can ask whether
the average income of the different countries in the world are coming closer together or moving further apart. The
evidence suggests that inequality among countries is, to a certain extent, decreasing. This is largely the result of the
tremendous growth of China, and, to a lesser extent, India.
While this decrease is encouraging, there are several reasons why we should nevertheless be concerned. First, major parts
of the world, in particular Latin and South America and Africa, are not seeing the same progress with respect to incomes
that countries such as China are experiencing. Second, it is quite possible for income to become more equitably distributed
among countries, while at the same time becoming more unequal with respect to individuals. To take an extreme example
to illustrate this, suppose that all of the gains in income that China has made over the past several decades have gone to
one individual in China. Then while China’s income may have moved closer to income levels in advanced economies,
income inequality within China would have increased.
And this is exactly what the work of Piketty has discovered. In country after country, what we find is that income is
becoming concentrated in the hands of fewer and fewer people. And, the likelihood is that this concentration is likely to
become even more severe in the future. In some countries, such as the United States, the concentration of income is so
severe that almost all of the gains in income each year go only to people at the very top of the income scale. Indeed, in the
United States the concentration of income at the very top threatens to entirely eliminate the existence of a middle-class, a
result that social scientists believe will result in widespread social unrest.
Another perspective dealing with the growth of inequality seeks to ask what the source of this income inequality is.
Broadly speaking, we can say that income can be divided into two categories, wage income, and profit income. Wage
income is simply what a worker makes from the labor he/she performs. Profit income is the income that the owners of
capital, which consists of such things as the machines used to produce output, receive as a result of utilizing their capital.
One source of inequality occurs when the share of income going to profit rises as the share going to wages falls. Inequality
results because the ownership of things such as capital is very unequal, even more unequal than the distribution of income.
So, when profit income rises relative to wage income, this results in a relatively larger portion of income going to a
relatively small number of people, resulting in an increase in inequality.
A second source of inequality occurs when the distribution of wage income itself becomes more unequal. In this case,
while the overall share going to wages remains constant, the wage income going to people at the very top increases, while
wages going to people in the middle and bottom decline. This results, for example, when the salary of a corporate CEO
rises, while the salary of the company’s production workers declines. This is exactly what has been occurring in many
countries, with the United States again being at the extreme end of this process. In the 1970s, it was common for a CEO to
make approximately 35 times what a production worker would make. Now, the same ratio is closer to 350. One important
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reason why the income of production workers has not kept up is because many workers receive a minimum wage, a wage
that is determined by the passage of laws. If this wage does not keep up with inflation, then over time workers are
receiving less and less of the output produced in the economy. In the United States, for example, the minimum wage today
buys less than it did in 1969. The fact that these workers receive less is what makes it possible for CEOs to receive more.
Now Piketty’s work again shows us what is actually occurring. In most countries that he has studied, what Piketty finds is
both profit income gaining at the expense of wage income, and wage income becoming more concentrated in the hands of
those at the very top. And this is why it is the case that income inequality is rising so dramatically.
There is one other important fact that Piketty’s work has revealed. As income becomes more concentrated at the very top,
those at the very top have more that they can leave to their children in the form of inheritance. Over time, income from
inheritance comes to dominate income received from work. This has pernicious effects both because the incentive to work
is reduced when the major way in which one can become wealthy is through inheritance, and because inherited income is
much more difficult to justify than income that is earned through work. As a result, over time income not only becomes
more unequally distributed, but the unequal distribution itself becomes more difficult to justify in the eyes of the populace.
II. Why Does Inequality Grow Under Capitalism?
That inequality has grown under capitalism over the past several decades is beyond question. Exactly why this has been
the case is what we now need to address. We can broadly discuss the factors that have led to the growth of inequality
under two broad categories: 1) Economic factors, and 2) Social-Political factors. I begin with the economic factors
One of the disturbing factors that we have witnessed over the last several decades is the growth in the size and power of
corporations. Economists have long known that as firms grow in size, they are often able to reduce the cost of producing
output, which in turn enables them to make more profit. There are many reasons why the cost of production may fall as a
firm grows. It may be the case that the actual carrying out of production enables those who govern the firm to learn new
ways of producing output, and these new ways utilize resources more efficiently, lowering cost. It may also be the case
that as output grows, certain factors do not need to increase concomitantly. For example, a firm may be able to maintain
the same size of its management of whether the firm is producing 1000 units, or 100,000 units, thus reducing managerial
costs as production increases.
The nature of information technology has led to another reason why the size of a firm is likely to grow over time, and this
relates the idea of network externalities. Suppose we ask why people join a platform such as Facebook. The whole point of
Facebook is to be able to communicate with your friends and relatives, or to reach out to as many people as you can
possibly reach with whatever message you wish to broadcast. So, you want to join the platform that already has the largest
numbers of members. Thus, once a platform reaches a certain size, the likelihood is that it will continue to grow in size.
This makes it difficult for new competitors to be successful, for it is more difficult for them to attract new members when
their current number of members is so small that new members have little incentive to become part of the new platform.
So what we see is that there are a variety of reasons why firms tend to grow in size. But given that markets are limited in
their overall size, this means that there will be a relatively small number of firms in any given industry. And, it will be
difficult for new firms to enter into this industry. Both of these factors mean that existing firms will acquire economic
power, the power to charge a higher price and hence to increase the size of its profits. Moreover, large firms often have the
ability to limit the opportunities of workers, which enables firm's profits to grow at the expense of wages i.e., inequality
rises.
But there is another economic factor that also enables the growth of profits at the expense of wages. As Piketty's work has
conclusively demonstrated, it is usually the case under capitalism that the rate of return to capital exceeds the rate of
growth of output in the economy. Exactly why this is the case can be disputed, but Piketty's evidence demonstrates that it
is almost always true. Why does this matter? When the rate of return to capital exceeds the rate of growth of output, then
capital grows relative to output. Suppose you have $100 worth of capital, and the rate of return is 10%. This means you
have 10 additional dollars that makes it possible to increase capital to $110. If output was $200, and grows at only 5%,
then output grows to $210. Notice that originally capital constituted one half of output, but after the growth is now more
than half of the output. But as we have already seen, if capital grows relative to output, then wages must be falling relative
to output, i.e. the profit share has grown. And since profits are distributed to a relatively small group of people, inequality
grows as well.
As important as the economic factors are, they are not the only factor generating increasing inequality. Social and political
factors are also leading to the growth of inequality. Consider 2 reasons why wage growth has been less than profit growth
over the past several decades in the United States. If we look at the history of the minimum wage, which is an amount
legislated by Congress, what we find is that the minimum wage reached its peak in terms of its buying power in 1969.
Ever since then, the minimum wage has been declining in terms of what it can purchase. This means that all those workers
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who receive the minimum wage are receiving a smaller fraction of the output produced in the economy. But why has the
minimum wage failed to grow over this time horizon? Well, this is largely the result of political forces, political forces that
have been championed by Corporations and the political Right Wing in the United States. And while there has been a
growing political movement to increase the minimum wage to $15 per hour, (which by the way would merely restore
purchasing power to the 1969 level!), this movement has only been partially successful at the State level, and not at all
successful at the Federal level. As a result, millions of workers struggle with wages that at best support their minimum
needs.
Consider a second political factor. It is well-known that union membership has declined drastically in the United States
over the past 5 decades. But this decline is not due to some natural process leading workers to choose not to become union
members. Rather, the laws and the legal process in the United States have made it difficult for workers to organize while
making it easier for businesses to threaten workers who attempt organization, for example by firing them. This again is
due to the fact that political forces have largely been controlled by the Right Wing, and members of the Right Wing
invariably rule in the interest of corporations. But as union membership has declined, the ability of unions to offset the
power of increasingly large business firms has diminished, resulting in a smaller wage share for workers, and an increase
in inequality. Since none of the factors we have discussed above are likely to abate anytime soon, further increases in
inequality will almost certainly take place.
III. Why Do Increases in Inequality Matter?
I began by noting the differential impact that the Covid virus has had on the poor and on people of color. And this is not
accidental, for the lack of resources lies at the root of this differential impact. While inequality and poverty are not
identical, it is certainly the case that increasing inequality can be the cause of increasing poverty. And even if we choose to
view this as only a moral concern, should we not be outraged by the magnitude of the suffering we see happening around
ourselves at this moment?
But we cannot view this as only a moral concern. Increasing economic evidence demonstrates that countries with higher
levels of inequality grow at lower rates, making it even more difficult to solve the problems of poverty and inequality
itself. And as inequality grows, both the economic and the political power of those receiving the most grows
exponentially. Evidence also demonstrates that social mobility is declining dramatically in many Western countries. If you
are born into poverty, you will almost certainly remain in poverty. If you are fortunate to be born into wealth, you will
remain wealthy. In a sense, your life path has been determined at the moment of your birth. But as the great mass of
people come to understand this social fact, frustration and anger also grows. People in many countries no longer believe
that democracy works for them, or that democracy even exists for them. Many social scientists now describe the United
States as a plutocracy, i.e. a system ruled by the rich, rather than a democracy. In such situations, the threat of violent
instability grows and the likelihood of the replacement of democracy by authoritarian regimes becomes more likely. In his
recent book , The Great Leveler: Violence and the History of Inequality, Walter Scheidel notes that history demonstrates
that great increases in inequality have only been brought to an end by natural calamity or violent uprisings. Will we once
again follow the same path, or have we perhaps learned enough that today's youth will find a way to avoid the suffering of
the past?
Ed McKenna, Ph.D., is Professor of Economics at Connecticut College in New London, CT, USA. He specializes in
macroeconomics and econometrics. His work lies at the intersection of economics and philosophy. He is particularly
interested in the relationship between philosophical conceptions of justice and fairness and economic theories that explain
the distribution of income.
...The younger generation usually has greater knowledge than the older generation of how circumstances will
change in the future, because it is their nature to look ahead, and consequently they focus more attention on the
future than their elders. I am not referring here to adolescent sentimentality, but to how far an understanding of
the present momentum can help to prepare for the future. The sentimentality of adolescents and very young
adults is nothing but impetuosity. This impetuosity itself does not help in determining future policies.
Nevertheless I cannot deny that those who are impetuous understand the nature of this impetuosity better than
anybody else. This also gives them a greater right than anybody else to determine policies. How much can those
who lie inert like a lump of clay understand the significance of this impetuosity?
When the main aim is to keep formulating policies for social progress, experience cannot be the sole prerequisite
for this work. Rather a combination of the past experiences of the older generation and the creative zeal of the
young should determine the speed of social progress. We cannot afford to neglect either group. The human race
must attain glory by giving due recognition and justice to all....
Shrii P. R. Sarkar
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Transformative Praxis

A yantra for personal and social revolution
By Madhumita O'Brien

In order to manifest neohumanism, a revolution in thinking is necessary both on the individual and collective level.
This article is going to explore Paulo Freire’s idea of “Transformative Praxis” and how it can be applied individually
and collectively to bring about an awakening of conscience.
I think of a transformative praxis as a type of yantra working for individual or
collective change. A yantra is a machine. A machine does some work, changing the
inputs into the outputs / outcomes, changing one type of energy to another. For
example, a car could be seen as a yantra. The energy input is petrol / gasoline (unless
you’re lucky enough to have an electric car) and the output is motion - the car taking
you where you want to go. Before exploring what the inputs and outputs for the yantra
of a transformative praxis might be, what on earth is a transformative praxis and what
elements are necessary for it to work? The word transformative implies change, and
the word praxis is the process by which a theory is embodied. So the name already
suggests 2 of the key elements necessary for this machine to work - theory and action.
It is of little use learning anything in life if it is just to remain as knowledge, as a
theory. To make use of it, it needs to be embodied, put into action. The third necessary
element necessary for this machine is reflection. Reflection can be applied at both
stages - reflecting on the theory before acting on it, and reflecting after putting it into practice. Initial reflection on a
theory might be like asking yourself “Is this theory logical or illogical? What are the pros and cons? Is it relevant in my
life / this situation? If it is applied, will it bring welfare to all? How am I / are we going to implement this theory in this
situation?” Reflection after action might sound more like “Did it work? Did it achieve what it was intended to? How
could it improve?” The theory can then be re-created and put it into action again and then evaluated/ reflected on again
put into action etc.
On the individual level, this yantra starts with study. According to Shrii P. R. Sarkar, study is the first step towards the
establishment of neohumanism. Study is not reserved for the literate population, but includes reading books, having
conversations, listening to others, observing nature, watching videos etc. Study all sorts of subjects including worldly
and spiritual subjects / theories through whatever media available. The important part is to not just learn and then
forget, but reflect on what has been learnt - evaluate whether what has been studied is rational and also consider what
effect it will have. Put it into practice in the way that will have most benefit and then reflect on the outcome. This
process will, according to Shrii Sarkar, lead to the development individually of a rationalistic outlook or awakened
conscience which he gives as the second step necessary in establishing neo-humanism.
In terms of a yantra on the individual level, the inputs might be the effort and energy given to study, reflection and
action, and the output might be the awakening of conscience.
The transformative praxis yantra can also work on the collective level to bring about social change. By combining our
energy and working together we can achieve a collective goal. According to Paulo Freire’s change logic model,
engagement in a transformative praxis will usually be precipitated first by an awareness that something isn’t working
well in society (what he calls conscientisation), and then a resistance will develop to that antisocial element, which is a
stage where determination and strength are gathered to do something about it (which would be to engage in a
transformative praxis or project).
This is usually illustrated in a linear model:

Conscientisation > Resistance > Transformative Praxis
An example of this process from here in Aotearoa (the indigenous name for New Zealand) is in the Kōhanga Reo
movement. Through the process of colonisation including the educational systems of past (devastatingly children used
to be beaten if they spoke Māori at school) Te Reo Māori (the Māori language) had declined to a state where less than
5% of school age Māori children could speak their own mother-tongue.1 Te Reo Māori was in the real threat of being
lost forever. A group of Māori who realised that something needed to be done urgently (in this model they were
conscientised and had developed resistance) worked to establish the first Kōhanga Reo in the early 1980s. Kōhanga
Reo are pre-schools/ kindergartens that are run by Māori, with Te Reo Māori as the medium and are immersed in
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Māori cultural values. Kōhanga means nest, so they are little language nests all around the country. In this model the
Kōhanga Reo was the Transformative Praxis. The Kōhanga Reo movement was hugely successful. By 1991 there were
630 Kōhanga Reo operating, with a total enrolment of 10,451 children. As you can imagine, the benefits went far
beyond just reviving the language.
Although this example could be seen to validate a linear
change logic model, Professor Graham Hinengaroa Smith
asserts that the change logic model given by Freire is not
linear, but is instead a cyclical process and that one can
begin at any point. The first step does not necessarily have
to be conscientisation, but instead may be being involved
in a transformative praxis, which itself may lead to
conscientisation.
An example Smith gives is of a parent who had sent their
child to their local Kōhanga Reo, not because the parent
was conscientised and realised that it was important for their child to learn his mother tongue, but because there were
no other kindergartens in their area. This parent, through their involvement in the Kōhanga Reo (the transformative
praxis), became conscientised and realised how important it was to nurture their language and cultural values. They
then went on to be involved in other projects to empower their community and their language. By viewing the change
logic model as cyclic makes it more inclusive- people can start where they are at. The problems are multi-faceted so
there need to be many approaches on all levels.
In establishing the Kōhanga Reo, there would have been many obstacles to overcome. All the elements necessary for
the yantra would have been there. There would have been an idea (a theory), thought of how it would be implemented
(reflection), an initial attempt to put it into practice (action), evaluation (reflection) recreation of the idea (theory again)
etc.
Once children started graduating from the Kōhanga Reo, a new problem was encountered - there were no schools run
in Te Reo Māori for these children to attend. The next challenge was to create schools run in a similar manner. These
now exist and are called Kura Kaupapa Māori. Kura means School, and Kaupapa Māori means a Māori approach. The
next structures to be created were the Wananga- (Māori universities).
An important point that Smith makes is that in order to be revolutionary, a transformative praxis needs to include both
the cultural and the structural elements. The cultural element means that they have to suit the style of the people they
are intending to benefit - in Sanskrit this would be the Prana Dharma and this includes language, world view, customs
and all other elements we think of with culture and mental approach. The structural element means that it has to make a
difference in the real world. For example, the wananga teach what the people want to know, things they can put into
practice in their lives that will make a difference to them economically, socially etc.
“The wananga is the community; it represents the dreams and aspirations of the Māori community and iwi...We ask
what communities and iwi need, and try and cater for them. If they need wakaira (carving) training, then we can help.
If they need wharepaku (toilets) then we bring a building programme in. We can respond to their language, cultural and
knowledge needs as well as vocational interests and so on. We engage with all forms of knowledge- Western forms
and Māori forms. It’s not either / or. There are multiple elements that fit within the framework of Māori
development.”2
There is a term that is used frequently in Aotearoa which is Tino Rangatiratanga. This can be interpreted as selfdetermination, or empowerment and it is the key to any successful project. The creation of these educational structures
of Kōhanga Reo, Kura Kaupapa Māori and Wananga over the span of 30 years from 1980 – 2010 marked an
educational self-development revolution for Māori. Graham Smith says that although these actual educational
structures are what we can easily observe, the real essence of the revolution was the change in mind-set in Māori from
waiting for things to be done to or for them, to getting up and doing things for themselves.
If we are not already, now is the time to start making some real conscious change in the world by uniting with others
and working together on projects that will make a real difference in our collective lives, in a way that is aligned with
our local cultural values / prana dharma and includes the essential elements of theory, action and reflection. This will
surely create the revolution that we have all been waiting for.
Madhumita O’Brien is a naturopath living in Nelson, New Zealand and working in public health in a role to increase access to
health services for Maori, Pasifika and Asian women.
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Smith, G (1999) Paulo Freire: Lessons in Transformative Praxis. Paulo Freire, Politics and Pedagogy: Reflections from Aotearoa –
New Zealand, Dunmore Press
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Decolonizing Education
By Kathleen Kesson

“Decolonization takes us deep inside the serpent’s belly to confront the white supremacy, the
savior complex, and the internalized oppression that are entrenched in ourselves, our institutions,
and our society.” — Edgar Villaneuva
“The most potent weapon in the hands of the oppressor is the mind of the oppressed.” — Steve Biko
At the beginning of the 20th century, a handful of
European empires ruled over a vast portion of the planet,
including much of Asia, Latin America, and Africa.
Colonialism was justified by asserting the moral,
technological, and cultural superiority of the Western
empires, and conquest proceeded hand in hand with
missionary Christianity and commerce (which generally
consisted of the plunder of raw materials, forced labor
and the disruption of local economies).
Colonized people (mostly brown and black) were
considered culturally inferior by colonizers (mostly
white) and incapable of “civilizing” themselves. A
primary aim of the colonizers was to transform the
colonized into versions of themselves. The British were
particularly adept at this in India, where their aims were
“to produce civic, loyal citizenry and bureaucracy which
will facilitate the rule of colonizer” (2019, Sharma &
Ahmad, p. 4). In one famous speech, British historian
and politician Thomas Macaulay, who was responsible
for the establishment of English as the language of
education in India, noted that “education would produce
citizens which would be brown in colour but will be
English in thought and action” (Ibid).
In the United States, the colonialist project had many
faces. U.S. history texts emphasize the colonial status of
the European invaders, and valorize the successful
revolution that brought independence from Britain. Less
attention is given to the processes by which European
settlers emigrated from Europe over the next few
centuries and spread across the United States colonizing,
dispossessing, and slaughtering the indigenous
inhabitants – distinct peoples who constituted hundreds
of sovereign nations. Genocide, says one historian of this
period, is a term that “drills to the very core of U.S.
history, to the very source of the country’s existence”
(Dunbar-Ortiz, 2014, p. xiii). Richard H. Pratt, founder
of the Carlisle Indian School, expressed a similar
sentiment to that of the British colonizers: “that all the
Indian there is in the race should be dead. Kill the Indian
in him, and save the man” (1973). It should be clear from
these statements how important a role education played
in assimilating the conquered to the values, behaviors,
and beliefs of the conquering culture.
By the end of the 20th century, almost 150 former
colonies had asserted their independence, often through
violent revolution, and become their own nation states.
Following these ruptures, capitalism became a global,

homogenizing force, multinational capitalists replaced
colonizers, and “economic colonialism” is now justified
by asserting that people will all be better off if they are
integrated into the modern, technological, global
economy. Colonization persists in new and more subtle
forms: resource extraction, imposed models of
development and austerity, and economic dependency.
The winners in this game are multinational corporations;
the losers most often suffer ecological and humanitarian
damage to their land and cultures. As in colonialism,
modernization and its handmaiden, Western education,
has been accompanied by the loss of languages, the
erasure of cultural identity, the eradication of traditional
technologies that have evolved in response to local
conditions, and the deterioration of bioregional
sensibilities. Madhu Prakash and Gustavo Esteva, in
their book Escaping Education: Living as Learning
Within Grassroots Cultures, write:
"...wherever education advances, homogenization
establishes itself. With every advancement of education
or the educated, a global monoculture spreads like an oil
slick over the entire planet." (1998, p. 7)
As we begin to understand the latest iterations of
colonialism, it becomes clear that “decolonizing” is a
much longer-term process that involves removing not
just the material, but the intellectual and emotional
shackles of the oppressor who has brought about the
systematic destruction of so many of the world’s
languages, local ecosystems, self-sustaining,
appropriately scaled economies, and the great variety of
cultural expressions. Decolonization is a process that
recognizes the connections between what has occurred in
the past, what is experienced and perceived in the
present, and how we might shape a future that atones for
the misdeeds of the past and heals the wounds that
persist into the present day.
If Neohumanist educators aim to achieve the radical
social equality promoted by Shrii P.R. Sarkar and
facilitate the “epistemological pluralism” that can help to
mitigate the dire consequences of technocracy and the
exclusive focus on the positivist science that underpins
it, then the discourses on decolonizing education,
emergent now from all corners of the globe, offer
important concepts to our theory and practice.
Shrii Sarkar is very clear that Neohumanist education
must nurture a universal outlook that transcends caste,
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creed, color, race
be feelings of
If you analyse the history of the world, you will find that whenever one
and gender, and
inferiority –
group exploited another in the economic sphere, they first created psychic
that sentiments
internalized
exploitation by infusing inferiority complexes in the minds of the exploited
which impose
oppression - that
limitations on
can result in holding
mass. You will find that in each case of economic exploitation, psychic
human
the colonizers in
exploitation was the foundation: if you go deep into the background, you
development must
higher esteem than
will discover a continuous and cunning attempt to create inferiority
be rejected. In
one’s own
complexes in the minds of the exploited.
hundreds of
indigenous ways.
(Shrii Sarkar, P.R., 1982)
citations, we read
Both the oppressed
him pointing out
and/or marginalized
the problems posed by inferiority and superiority
people in a society, and the privileged (individuals and
complexes. Powerful people can inject feelings of
groups who benefit from the historical legacies of
inferiority into people which then makes it possible to
colonialism and occupation) have been mentally
exploit them, socially or economically. This is clearly
colonized by media, educational curricula, power
operative under all colonizing cultures; without the
relations, and institutional structures that create and
injection of internal feelings of inferiority, it would be
sustain myths of inferiority and propagate racism (power
difficult, if not impossible, to control others for one’s
plus prejudice or discrimination based on an assumption
own benefit.
that one’s own race is superior) and ethnocentrism (the
evaluation of other cultures according to the standards
In the United States, descendants of white people from
and customs of one’s own). If education is to take
Northern Europe have constituted a majority for much of
seriously this idea of “decolonization” and be truly
recent history – though that is changing – and they wield
transformative, the stories of the past must be carefully
attended to in order for healing to occur. Educators need
most of the economic and political power. People whose
to confront and challenge the colonizing practices that
recent ancestors were enslaved, oppressed, or victims of
influenced education in the past and are still operative in
genocide or dislocation can experience a range of
the present.
emotions and ailments – anxiety, distrust, fear, shame,
grief – that both consciously and unconsciously can
structure beliefs and behaviors in the present. This has
been named transgenerational trauma. As well, there can

A Pedagogy of Decolonization
The form of education that we in the United States are all so familiar with is European in origin. The old German Republic
of Prussia, a quasi-military state, gave the West compulsory schooling, educational technologies of surveillance and
control, the idea of a prescribed national curriculum, regular testing, and state certification for professional teachers.
Complementing the influence of Prussian methods were the laboratories of Wilhelm Wundt in 19th century Saxony, where
the seeds of psychological behavior modification and social control were germinated, tested, and refined. Enormously
influential in western education, strong traces of these ideas remain in systems of discipline, zero tolerance policies,
positive and negative reinforcement, grades, and rewards – everything from praise to pizza to degrees. Decolonizing
education will require the rethinking of all of the taken-for-granted assumptions that underpin our educational theories and
practices.
We should not underestimate the enormity of the task of decolonizing education. One scholar, G.T. Reyes, notes that
colonization has been a “global project of domination over ways of thinking, knowing, valuing, feeling, doing, being, and
becoming” (2019, p. 1). Because colonial power has been exerted historically by (mostly) white people, and the colonized
have been primarily people of color, “whiteness” is a pervasive norm, and this “directly influences the ways that schools
are organized and how teachers, students, and families interact” (Ibid. p. 3). These conditions often operate below the level
of consciousness, and may be experienced by privileged people as “natural,” as “just the way things are.” Hence, projects
like uncovering “implicit bias” are prevalent in anti-racist and decolonization work.
Clearly, this is a huge undertaking and we cannot begin to do justice to its many dimensions in this brief overview. In my
study of the current writings of people who have been marginalized by colonial processes, I have taken away some of the
points that I believe are deeply compatible with a “post-colonial,” Neohumanist education:
• Teachers and school leaders need to study historical processes of colonization and examine their own subjectivities in
relation to power, being, and knowledge.
• School structures need to be examined for their ideological frame, and understood as ways that act to reproduce
coloniality (or the dominant – white - culture).
• School materials (textbooks, bulletin boards, signage, etc.) need to be analyzed for how various people and cultures are
represented, and for ways that they transmit messages about power and privilege.
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• Educators need to be aware of whose knowledge and ways of knowing are prioritized and how/when/by whom academic
subject matter has been created.
• Colonizing education attempts to homogenize people; decolonizing values individual and cultural diversity and provides
personalized approaches to learning.
• Colonizing education attempts to sift and sort students and works from a deficit model; decolonizing education works
from a strengths-based model and fosters resilience.
• The narratives that constitute the curriculum must be inclusive of the many stories people tell about their lives and their
relations with other species on the planet. “Counter-stories” must be unearthed and history (as just one example) must be
studied from multiple perspectives, not just the narrative of the conqueror/dominator.
• Classrooms must be spaces that are grounded in human values. They must also be grounded in “eco-values” – a
recognition of the inherent worth of all species – if we are to survive.
• “Decolonized education is rooted in connections to place. Place-based education empowers students and helps restore
cultural knowledge” (Centre for Youth and Society).
• New relations between schools and communities need to be cultivated – all adults in a community need to be seen as
mentors, role models, and teachers of youth.
• Decolonized education focuses on the whole person (emotions, embodiment, identity, etc.), not merely the intellect.
• A decolonized education validates the experiences of young people, and calls forth youth voice and activism.
Every educational context is different – who the students are, the
A pedagogy of and towards decoloniality
communities they come from, the values and beliefs of their families
must be “a project of ‘Re’ – resisting,
— hence, decolonizing work will look different in every setting.
refusing, rehumanizing, remembering,
Common factors, however, include the necessity of looking below the
surface for root causes of conditions, and problematizing situations:
reminding, restoring, reframing, revisioning,
“listening, asking questions, and drawing connections to the broader
and reimagining. (Reyes, 2019, p. 7)
implications of systems of oppression” (Ibid.). Decolonizing
education is a healing process – healing the wounds that have been
inflicted by centuries of domination, exploitation, and violence perpetrated by people against their fellow human beings
and the planet. Decolonizing education asks us to reconsider the fundamental purposes of education: rather than educate so
that a tiny sliver of people rise to the top of the global income chain, we need to educate all people for the art of living
well together on a fragile and sacred planet.
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In Contradiction:
Can Education Transform?

Reflections from a foresight practitioner
Professor Sohail Inayatullah

At a May 2019 two day workshop for a progressive private Catholic educational network in Australia, the contradictions
between the emergent possible future and the traditional structure came to a head. While the conversation between visions
was polite, there was no confusion as to difference.
I had with me over 60 participants from Edmund Rice Education Australia (Edmund Rice, 2019). They were progressive,
learned, hard workers, all trying to make a difference in the lives of young people, and the broader Catholic and Australian
community. The participants included Principals, Deputy Principals, Administrators, and students.
My task was to create alternative futures of education with the working groups. We had groups on Catholic identity,
educational structure, the visions of youth (there were 10 youth leaders in the group), pedagogical visions of 2030, and
other topics. I had asked that to make the future feel more real, feel less distant, along with presentations of their
deliberations, they present skits, role-playing, and TV interviews.

THE USED FUTURE
I have a normal process when I present such workshops
(Inayatullah, 2015). After constructing futures as a
learning journey - about co-creating alternative and
preferred futures - we explore the used future. The used
future is a practice we continue even though it is no
longer aligned with our desired future or reflective of
changed social conditions. For these participants and
indeed at participants elsewhere, it was the rigidity of
education. This was defined by learning with a particular
age cohort, from Year 1 to Year 12, at a particular place,
from 9-3:30 (or other fixed time periods) with a fixed
curriculum and a culminating exam. For the most part,
students are consumers of knowledge, expected to
regurgitate what they have allegedly learned (Milojevic,
2005).
Once we have settled on the baggage we must abandon,
we focus on emerging disruptions. These tend to be the
peer-to-peer revolution (the shift from Encyclopedia
Brittanica to Wikipedia), the rise of Artificial
Intelligence, the possibility of using holograms, and the
possible breakdown of national jurisdictional boundaries
of what can be taught, and how credit is assigned
(Inayatullah and Na, 2018).
ALTERNATIVE FUTURES
We then pursue alternative futures - different trajectories
of where education could go (Hutchinson, 1996). For
example, with Edmund Rice, they imagined a future
where all schools would be combined making one
national school. This would allow fluid mobility between
schools for teachers, students, and principals. They could
"move" physically or virtually. A more radical scenario
imagined students no longer being bound by age, time,
or space. They could learn from wherever, whenever,
and whomever. The school system would then accredit

their learnings through negotiated outcomes. Or they
would develop national and global boards of
accreditation. In a third future, the forced marriage
between the state or local authorities would be
terminated, Education could then become a partnership
with large information technology corporations such as,
Google, Ali Baba, Amazon or Apple.

THE PREFERRED FUTURE
While exploring alternative futures was without tension,
once we shifted to preferred futures, the visions we truly
wish for, the consequences to the principals of the far
more flexible model became apparent. The students
created a Tinder of Education. Swipe right and they
reject the teacher. Swipe left, they accept. Swipe right,
they reject the principal. Swipe left and they welcome. In
this future, the students had full control of their
educational journey. Teachers and principals would
remain as navigators, co-creating and co-curating the
educational experience: what was taught, what was
learned, and what was tested.
Many principals, however, objected to being rejected,
objected to having to compete with other principals.
They felt anxious, unsure of their authority. One
commented, this is but neo-liberal capitalist ideology.
Market competition had replaced cooperation. What of
the role of traditional structures of hierarchy and respect,
of expertise?
This became the contradiction. In a world of endless
choices and possibilities, what happens to traditional
structures and models of pedagogy? In a world where AI
apps can anticipate the needs of students, can ensure best
matching to current and emergent jobs, to learning
styles, and ways of knowing (Inayatullah, Bussey, and,
Milojević, 2006), what happens to the holders of
traditional power?
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COMPUTERS TO THE RESCUE
I had had this experience earlier. While working for the
state level of a national project on the need to create a
knowledge revolution, we had found resistance to the
policy prescription. Fearing it was losing ground to East
Asian nations, the federal government had rolled out a
program for computers for students, hoping they would
learn more effectively. Once the computers were passed
out, principals resisted. When we worked with these
educational leaders to create alternative futures, their
biggest fear was loss of control. In the industrial factory
model of education, they (with their mid-level managers,
the teachers) controlled the factory floor, the classroom.
In a world where students had access to the world's
information reservoir and global experts in real time,
they could change the medium and thus control the
message. The response from principals in a content rich
world was to control the medium. One principal told me
he just locked up the personal computers in the closet. Iphones and I-pads have only worsened this situation for
them. Our strategy was to empower the principals in the
new technologies and slowly but surely shift the
narrative from, “I am in charge" to "we are all learners."
Some told me, all this makes sense, but they prefer to
retire. They could not see themselves having a role in
this new future. It was all too difficult.
More pedagogical sensitive teachers suggested we
should not believe that technology was the silver bullet teachers and teaching was the answer to the knowledge
revolution. We needed to not just purchase new
technologies, but create a new digital pedagogy.
This was, for us, not an either-or debate. We need new
technologies, we needed to honor the best teachers and
we needed to ensure principals felt empowered in this
new space. We also worked out changing the physical
space from classroom-factory to the nested playground.
The room went from desks in rows to a place of varied
colours, of different meeting points and learning points an ecology of place instead of a room where surveillance
was paramount. Gaming was now embraced as part of
the learning adventure instead of an activity where one
received demerit points.
But had we gone too far? When the deputy
director of the State education walked into
this new peer-to-peer technology friendly, he
commented, "what the f-ck" is going on here?
The vision of the future made real was a step
too far for him. It was not intelligible.
Thus the fight back. Attempts to vision new
futures for education are immediately
challenged not just by principals, but by
parents and the media (Jandric, 2017). The
future for those outside the system is their
memory of when they were students. Where
are the desks? Where is the hard work? What
if they are playing around instead of studying
- how do we monitor on-line learning?

This is in tension with the emerging vision of the future a far more flexible, fluid, space-time-person free
imagination of education. Even the innovators find
themselves pushed back by those outside the system. At
one Ministerial level workshop, educational leaders
described their reality as that of a castle surrounded by
hungry wolves. Within the castle, there was collegiality.
They sat with each other at a round table, as fellow
knights. But outside were the wolves of parents, teachers
and the media. Any futures initiative went against the
memories of the stakeholders, given their profoundly
conservative nature (Cuban, 2001).

A WAY FORWARD THROUGH SCENARIOS
The principals at Edmund Rice fortunately appear to
have found a way forward through an adaptive model of
change.
In terms of their macro scenarios, they considered a
future of "No Change". In this future, they teach and
train for the 1950s, for jobs that no longer exist (Brown,
2016). Students graduate, but then are ill prepared for the
world work in front of them. Knowledge is neither useful
nor adaptive. They do not have the emotional and
intellectual skills required.
They also considered a future of "Marginal Change".
This is the incremental model. They do not try and
change too much given the actual and expected
resistance from parents, teachers, and the media. They
retain the factory model, but teach coding, bioinformatics, and use new platforms for peer to peer
interaction, but testing and curriculum design is
conducted by the educational hierarchy and confined by
national boundaries. The best students gain leeway to
experiment with classes from around the world, but must
do so on their own time.
The push from the students and principals was certainly
toward adaptive change. In the future they imagined,
learning would be on-line using AI applications, but
there would be social hubs for face to face emotional and

Table 1. This chart explores the different views of educational futures
from the industrial to the ecological.

Official
description
of the
problem

Rules
broken

Computer
for every
child

Systemic
Interventions

Control how
technologies
are used

Funding for
computers,
not for
support

Worldviews
that define
the policy
Myths and
Metaphors

Industrial
and Parental
I’m in
charge

Transformed

Technocratic

New
technologies
designed
into the
curriculum
Workshops
for teachers
and others
on new
technologies
Humanistic

Technology
is the silver
bullet

Teachers
make the
difference

We are all
learners

Gain
experience
in the new
technologies
An ecology
of training
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sport interaction. Moreover, the spiritual purpose of life,
of life as service to those less fortunate would not be lost
sight of. Students would co-design courses with teachers
and principals. Schools would reduce their bondage to
the national curriculum and bring in global partners.
The purpose of education would be the co-teaching and
training for emerging jobs and careers. Principals
expected students to have instead of the one job-career
they grew up with to at least seventeen or so jobs and
multiple portfolio careers (Inayatullah, 2017). In this
future, the school system would be designed for
flexibility and creativity. Exams may remain, but they
would be minor markers on a longer and deeper learning
path. Teachers would work with students to develop their
lifelong learning pathways - becoming not factory bosses
but life gurus. Principals would ensure that all
progressed, none were left behind, and for those students
who needed far more structure, they would design for
that. They would negotiate with global education
providers for the best possible outcomes given funding.

MALAYSIA AND THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
OF CHINA
The contradiction between past and future is more than
an Australian or a private educational issue. In a series of
interventions in Malaysia over a number of years, this
tension was expressed as a shift from the view of the
lecturer ("he regiment") to the conflicting perspectives of
the student ("the tug of war") to the whole of system
solution of the "orchestra in harmony." The current
system was not working, essentially a force-feed of
information to students. It was top down, data-centred,
and rule-heavy with no relevance to the world of work.
Students wanted more curriculum democracy - more say
in what they learned, how they learned it, when they
learned it, and with whom - but were in a tug of war
between their desired and the conservative nature of
other stakeholders (teachers and parents). They wished
for a world where they had full access to knowledge and
were examined for outcomes not end of semester tests.
The solution was a negotiated process where the new
emergent system and the traditional system were
integrated through the metaphor of the orchestra.
I had a similar experience working with senior leaders of
the People's Republic of China. One delegate described
the transition from China as moving from
institutionalized and compulsory education to flexible
with diversified pathways based on assessing the needs
and strengths of students. The deep culture of the nation
needed to shift to education leading to a good job to
education as learning about self, the world, and emergent
futures. As a metaphor, they saw education as a dragon
confined by the Great Wall. In their preferred future,
they saw the dragon pulling China to global education,
beyond the Great Wall.

THE RADICAL WORLD AFTER JOBS
However, there was a future beyond the adaptive to
consider. Some asked, what-if artificial intelligence and
robotics could actually do what most humans currently
do? How should schools prepare for a world with only a
few jobs or a world after jobs? What level of flexibility
would be required then? What happens to the structure of
education?
The answer to this question became an answer to all
questions. While there is certainly a need to link
education with markets, to have students gain skills they
can use after graduation (high school or tertiary)
education has always been about, and will continue to be
so, in any scenario, about purpose, about inner learning.
As the PRC delegates suggested, they needed to move
from the narrative of "good education leads a successful
job and thus a successful life," to "learning tools about
self, the world and the future." For Edmund Rice
principals and students this was placing the spiritual - the
deep inner purpose of how we care for self, others, the
planet, and the transcendent - in our daily lives. The
Indian philosopher and mystic Shrii P.R. Sarkar called
this neohumanist education that "liberates the intellect."
(1987), creates a world where the inner is as important as
the outer, where planetary thinking envelopes national
discourses.
Education will remain since that is how we are, but its
dynamics are in the midst of revolutionary changes. The
contradictions between the emergent and the old will not
stop radical scenarios from emerging, but they will
temper the silver bullet of technology with integrating
the needs of other parts of the educational landscape and
the foundational need of all learning to be liberatory at
heart.
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New Day School
Putting NHE principles into practice
By Ruai Rekha Gregory,M.A. and Didi Jayagiita

Situated in the lush Pacific Northwest region of the United States, New Day School’s Neohumanist Education philosophy
has captured the hearts and minds of families since 1979. Many of the residents attracted to this corner of the United
States appreciate the beauty of its rich natural world and understand the need to protect it. It is therefore not surprising
that New Day School has been attracting many families and community alliances on its path toward sustainable
development. The school has just completed its 40th year as a preschool/kindergarten in its current location in Portland,
OR, USA. This article emerged from a conversation between Ruai Rekha Gregory, and a few of the New Day board
members to discuss their recent solar energy project, their campus-wide energy improvement renovation as well as current
challenges of managing childcare during the COVID-19 pandemic.

From Vision to Implementation
Located in the southeast neighborhood of Portland, OR, New Day School
has been an ever evolving, dynamic Neohumanist preschool. Didi Ananda
Krisnapriya, New Day’s director since 2001, arrived with a vision to
redefine the school’s Neohumanist pedagogy and expand its practical
application of Neohumanist philosophy to all areas of the school’s
environment. Her first steps focused in two areas: expanding New Day’s
organic garden into a living garden classroom with organic food production
and creating an aesthetically uplifting indoor and outdoor environment.
Didi began to increase the organic garden area and a fruit orchard was grown
in and near the play yard. A full time and year-round permaculturist was
brought on staff who also doubled as the school's garden teacher. This initiative quickly grew into a hands-on, year-round
garden curriculum for the children and designated garden spots for each class. New Day School’s garden curriculum
currently also includes lessons on seasonal cycles, the growth and uses of medicinal herbs, apiculture, plant biology, worm
composting, and many other lessons of organic gardening techniques and permaculture. In the classroom environment,
the materials were gradually changed and replaced with furnishings and toys made with natural materials. Using the
general practice of less is more, teachers were encouraged to keep their classrooms free from visually “noisy” walls,
shelves and bulletin boards. Soft and warm colors were used to make the rooms feel inviting and warm. Teachers were
also encouraged to also use natural items in the classroom for play. Along with traditional classroom materials, items such
as rocks, acorns and chestnuts were encouraged for imaginative play and for manipulative lessons.
Soon after, in 2003, combining the fields of aesthetics and sustainability, a beautiful
cob structure was built in the garden as part of a citywide alternative building initiative.
This marked the first of many community and volunteer driven improvements to the
New Day School campus which would help children and families see and experience
earth friendly practices in action. One such project was the grant funded construction
of four rainwater catchment systems (called rain gardens) which help with cleaning
rainwater pollutants and sediment which recharge precious groundwater and protect
local waterways from polluted storm water runoff. Another project included the
construction of a large composting system which connected the student’s daily meals
to the cycle of food waste and to further compliment the school’s vegan, garden-to-plate meal program.
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In 2010, New Day School expanded its campus, and purchased the land and building next door. Again, reaching out to the
local and school community, New Day School partnered with DePave, a local non-profit organization, who helped New
Day School secure a grant to transform the newly purchased asphalt parking lot into green space. More than 150
volunteers removed 6000 square feet of asphalt in a single day! This allowed New Day School even more opportunity to
grow along their “eco-journey” and the new gardens and land more than doubled the New Day School campus to just
under one acre. By integrating native plants and removing invasive ones from the green space, the program then attained
certification as an Audubon society nature habitat.

Path to Net Zero Energy: The energy improvement renovation
The school’s campus currently includes three buildings, two used for project
activities and a third residential building that houses teachers and volunteers.
The Kishalay building (the name Kishalay means a plant’s new, reddish leaf),
is the original school building and contains two classrooms and small, school
offices and teachers’ lounge. The third building, Mahavidya (meaning “vast
knowledge”) houses a third classroom, a commercial vegan kitchen,
conference rooms, a large meditation and yoga hall, and an Ananda Marga
resource library.
Coinciding a time of much needed repairs and high maintenance and energy
cots, there was a city wide public and government push to upgrade buildings
(especially schools and public buildings) to new standards of seismic resilience.
When it became clear that renovation was needed on two of the buildings, New
Day School’s board made the decision to explore energy improvements as well,
using this problem as another way to put the Neohumanist principles into practice.
Maitri and Ole Ersson, owners of Kailash Ecovillage, a 2-acre sustainably focused
community and co-housing project, provided inspiration and guidance toward the
creation of a “net-zero” energy building. Spending over a year in the design
process, what first appeared to be an impossible project soon became a doable
transformation.
Four environmentally friendly construction companies were consulted, and Green
Hammer was selected for its vision and alignment with neohumanistic values. The concept and commitment to “maximum
utilization” was a key mutual goal between New Day’s Board and their design-build team and steered many decisions
including the decision to deconstruct and rebuild reusing and repurposing materials in the newly constructed Kishalay
building project. New Day School (NDS) began its major renovation project in June of 2018, on two of its three buildings
with the dual purpose of becoming safer and more resilient during seismic events, as well as capitalizing on renewable and
sustainable upgrades. The end result of renovations to both buildings included: a seismic retrofit, less construction waste
to landfills, the use of sustainably harvested and non-toxic
construction materials, improved energy efficiency, low-flow
fixtures to save water and improved natural lighting. Further
renovation of the Kishalay building included its super-insulated,
airtight building envelope, and high-performance mechanical
systems promoting optimal indoor air quality. The solar
installation was the last step, just recently completed in March.
New Day reached out to the support of the local Ananda Marga
and school communities and local private and government
agencies to fundraise over $135,000 for a photovoltaic and
battery system. The system creates enough energy to offset the
electricity needs of both buildings annually making New Day’s
Kishalay building the first Net Zero preschool
in Oregon. Along with the photovoltaic project
funds, New Day School was also awarded an
additional $36,000 education award to create an
original solar energy curriculum, developed for
the preschool aged classroom, which will be
available and promoted by a partnering project
Clean Energy: Bright Futures on their national
educational platforms. The timing of the entire
project was remarkable, in that everything was
completed and in place just prior to the
COVID-19 shutdown in early March.
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Lessons Learned During the Pandemic
The school was shut down from March until July when the program was able to open under clear and helpful state
guidelines. The school is currently operating as an Emergency Child Care Center which prioritizes child care for children
of essential workers.
In preparing to reopen, first needed surveys were sent out, along with contracts for parents to sign, which included clear
expectations. Attention to communication played a key role in the successful reopening, allowing questions and feedback
from the parents, as they have been very appreciative of the school’s transparency and clear communication. Even parents
who chose to leave the school have kept in touch and given excellent feedback on the school’s Covid-19 response.
New rules and regulations in Covid-19 guidelines created a need to look at the program and curriculum as a whole. The
entire process has provided the administration and staff with fresh eyes, as every aspect of the environment, schedule and
curriculum is redefined and configured. Didi requested her staff to think collectively, positivity and with flexibility.
Many policies and procedures needed to change upon reopening. For example, the school now closes one hour early and
children have stricter pick up and drop off times in order to provide sufficient time for staff to do deep sanitizing in
classrooms. For health and safety, classes have been kept small, even after the state expanded guidelines to allow larger
groups. Parents have been understanding and supportive of these decisions as well as community agreements which
restrict high risk travel or gatherings. With a huge focus on sanitation and risks of Coronavirus exposure, a few staff
members chose to resign. Those who remained are completely committed and supportive of one another and the children
whom they serve. The current staff are experienced and cohesive and include two teachers who’ve been employed at New
Day School for over a decade.
Long term sustainability during the Covid-19 pandemic is a concern, with the current lower enrollment and high sanitation
demands, so the administrative staff is closely observing and planning for the future. However, as New Day School has
always thrived and followed the NHE model, inspiration and vision, there is no doubt the program will continue as a
dynamic and progressive beacon of light.
Moving together
Didi credits the success of the school to a diverse and
committed team who have dedicated themselves to the
vision and growth of the project. Working together for the
past 15+ years, she directed the project under a practice of
collective leadership, collecting the ideas and diverse
opinions of her team which also includes a system of
collective decision making with her administrative team
and three others. Didi believes that diverse thoughts
generate new and expanded options for the greater good of
the school and bring it closer to its goals of expansive education, awakened consciousness and loving service to all beings.
The current administrative team, Didi Ananda Krsnapriya, Atandradidi and Didi Jayagiita, who have worked closely
together with three other important team members who have committed countless hours in shaping the school’s
Neohumanist culture and vision are two longtime board members, Maitri Errson and Ray Wood, and lastly Krishna, who’s
significant contributions towards curriculum and vision have helped to shape the school. Without the dedication of all the
above-mentioned people this project would never be what it is today.
For more information on New Day School, visit: https://newdayschool.org/
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NHE Director Training
Centro Educação Infantil (CEI)
Sao Paulo, Brazil
By Didi Ananda Jaya
About Our Project:
Our Neohumanist Education project in Sao Paulo, Brazil has 450
children and teenagers. Our Units are located in 4 vulnerable
communities in the North and South of the city of Sao Paulo, Brazil.
We have a large group of 80 of collaborators, including pedagogues,
cooks and administrative staff who are all engaged in NHE.
The method and the applied philosophy is marvelous and our main
goal is to develop healthy children, emotionally stable, who have a
longing for knowledge, and who understand their active and
transformative role in society.
Our curriculum includes yoga, meditation, shantala (infant massage),
practical life (based on methods of Maria Montessori and Reggio
Emilia), theater, storytelling, cooking, psychomotricity, and other
activities. We supply a lacto-vegetarian diet and we encourage the
practice of healthy meals. Our menu includes vegetables, fruits,
legumes, grains, soya and milk protein.
We strive to develop all levels of human existence and guide the child
gradually and happily to the goal of infinity. This is true education, a
holistic education, because it doesn't neglect any expression of human
consciousness.

NHE Training for Neohumanist Administrators
Facilitator: Tattvika Soma devi (Pedagogue)
General Program Coordinator: Didi Ananda Jaya
In September we had a program for our Neohumanist Administrators
for three of our units in Sao Paulo – Peri Alto, Guarani and
Guarapiranga – attended by the Directors of each of the units Carmen,
Valesca, Shirley, Monica, Solange and Dayane. The program included
topics in NHE philosophy, Humanism to Neohumanism, Circle of
Love curriculum, the child centered classroom, and kiirtan and focused
meditation.

Methodology
The method utilized in these meetings was a reading followed by
discussion and analysis of the daily practices, seeking to make
adjustments with the Neohumanist Curriculum. Also a parallel was
made with the BNCC (National Common Curricular Base), Brazilian
legislation that directs the education mainly in the Competencies 8,
which refers to self-knowledge.

Observations
The administrators have shown more interest in Neohumanist
philosophy at each meeting and also the wish to know more about
Shrii P. R. Sarkar. They suggested the creation of materials to explain
the subjects mentioned above. They were very touched, and in the
closing program they said that they are totally dedicated to the project
with their whole being and that their administration will bring change.
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Management Team Report

By Maria do Carmo Queiroz da Silva,
Director of the Jardim Peri Alto Unit
In September 2016, I started working at the CEI
Children's Home as a teacher. After a few months, I
began to work as a pedagogical coordinator. I had a
brief introduction to the work done in this
Neohumanist Education school. The method and the
philosophy is marvelous, but we have to go deeper to
understand the reasons for the Circle of Love, for
yoga, Shantala, and for the vegetarian diet.
Today, having a deeper training in Neohumanist Education we can understand the real importance of work in our schools.
At this moment, having a better understanding about NHE and studying about Shrii P. R. Sarkar, we can appreciate the
importance of the work in our schools and we can bring this philosophy to our personal lives.
What I liked the most was to know that we can educate and nurture people to be more human, thoughtful and to have the
courage to transform the world into a better place.
Now, I am the director of the Jardim Peri Alto Unit, North Zone of Sao Paulo where children are socially vulnerable. I
believe that NHE can be applied to the whole school team, recognizing the importance of the learning process based on
respect and love, motivating our children, families, teachers, administrators and collaborators in regards to the welfare of
all and the universe.

Management Team Report
By Shirley Bernardo de Oliveira,
Director of the Guarapiranga Unit
Weekly studies by the management team have been
bringing great understanding of the pedagogical
practices developed in the educational units of the
Amurt / Amurtel Beneficent Association in the city of
São Paulo. The Neohumanist Education curriculum
brings love and respect to all of creation as a central
basis for human development.
The school environment created in the CEI
educational units takes a holistic view of a human being, where the child is a protagonist, awakening to learning. It is very
important that the teacher is a loving educator, with a light temperament, virtuous character, and community spirit, and is
ethical and creative. The teacher is a model to be followed, creating and facilitating challenging and creative activities
where the child understands this universal love for all of creation and for everything that surrounds them. From this the
child will be able to acquire a concept of the other and of us all having a developed mind and a conscious brain. This also
lines up with the common national curriculum base (BNCC).
Studies provided to us by our manager, Didi Ananda Jaya, strengthen the practices and the understanding of the
fundamental approaches of Neohumanist Education that lead to having a creative mind. The practices of yoga, shantala,
meditation, and healthy eating allow the child to relate to the world and everything in it in a way that actively develops a
sense of responsibility, high ethical standards, aesthetic sense, creativity, ecological awareness, cooperation, solidarity,
autonomy, self-confidence, and rational and critical thinking.
Today through these studies I have been able to reflect on the years of my life and I am happy to have the opportunity to
be part of this education that fills us with human warmth. I truly feel that I belong to the practices and educational
activities that are developed in our work here at CEI Jardim Ecologico Guarapiranga.
In our always welcoming rapport with our children, families, our community, and the world, love and respect are deeply
fundamental bonds for human life. I say for sure these feelings are lived in each experience, be it with a child, with a
family, or with my co-workers.
I am deeply grateful to have the opportunity to be a teacher, teaching with immense Love for all the children who are in
the school, those who have passed through, and all who will become part of the school in the future.
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Creating Opportunities
from Challenges
By Ann Donoghoe,

Principal of The River School
2020 has presented many challenges for schools around the world as a
direct result of the Covid Pandemic. While The River School has been
fortunate in Australia, especially in our state of Queensland, where
cases have been efficiently traced, monitored and minimized, the
disruption to regular schooling did impact us on a number of levels.
This article is a snapshot of our how we have channelled our
experiences into opportunities that have given rise to new ways of
thinking and being. We have discovered, during the process of working
our way through the challenges that we have entered into a new phase
of growth which has deepened our Neohumanist understanding.

Nurturing Our Staff
Returning to school in May after a period of forced closure and offsite
learning, our first priority was to welcome educators back into the
changed learningscape with a pupil free day dedicated to wellness,
sharing and connection to reset relationships. This day included a
beautiful yoga flow led by our Yr.5 teacher, followed by meditation
with our new Acarya, Dada Divyalokeshananda. Throughout the day
we engaged in relational activities, redefined our WIG — widely
important goal (To improve 90% of students’ literacy outcomes in
reading, writing and spelling by the end of 2020) and engaged in a
workshop facilitated by Dr. Marcus Bussey, Director of our School
Board and exceptionally talented educator. Adopting a futurist mindset,
we revisited our School Mission Statement with renewed vigour and
purpose, linking it to our classroom practices. Through lively
discussion we came to appreciate the importance of our mission
statement as our anchor in a changing world abound with a multitude of
theories. With our School’s mission statement sitting at the core of our
Neohumanist ethos, it identifies our fundamental purpose and is the
guiding reference for how we exchange wisdom on every level of
learning. For follow up on Marcus’ workshop visit:
https://youtu.be/PGPpeJ4La5Q.

The River School Mission is to:
• Nurture each child’s highest physical, mental, emotional, social and spiritual potential,
• Encourage a deep Neohumanist understanding of the interconnectedness of all things, embracing humanity,
animals, plants and the entire universe,
• Model love and cooperation throughout the school so that children develop a compassionate heart with a clear
moral compass and the skills and confidence to put their love into action.
• Create a supportive learning community encouraging diversity, unity and service to all.
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Nurturing Our Community
At the heart of our Neohumanist school lies our community. Immediate community extends to our families who usually
enjoy a physical connection with the school through monthly café nights, classroom assistance and various events such as
our Spring Fair. Since May, Covid measures have meant restricting parent access to the school grounds. This has resulted
in us exploring new ways to connect with our community. One successful avenue has been the learning portal we created
within our website https://riverschool.com.au/ for offsite learning during school closures. When students returned to
school, we kept this portal alive, redesigning it to become a parent portal. Each week we upload classroom news, photos
and information. Our long-term vision for this portal is to include a flexible learning option for families wishing to access
a combination of onsite and offsite facilities. It is becoming evident that flexible learning arrangements are the way of the
future and will support families to have greater involvement in their children’s education.

Nurturing our Students
Our children have perhaps shown the most resiliency with the changes
brought about through Covid restrictions. From the first day back, we
created a welcome zone where students could farewell their parents and
then spend relational time with their teachers before heading into
classrooms. While whole school external events were cancelled, we
made sure internal events such as the much-loved River School
Olympics were maintained. This popular day where students practise
high jump, long jump, sprints and javelin throughout the term to achieve
a personal best, was videoed and uploaded into the parent portal.
With a focus on wellbeing, we are currently re-evaluating the way we
teach through our Neohumanist lens. At this present time, we are
writing a detailed Neohumanist Pedagogical Framework which uses the
six pillars of Neohumanism [expansion of mind, expansion of heart,
expansion of community, virtue and good character, rationality &
critical thinking, and harmony of our inner and outer worlds] as its
starting point. The creation of this document is proving to be a valuable
process as we move forward creating opportunities from challenges
rather than just managing change.
In conclusion it seems fitting to share one of the Lil’wat (First Nations)
Principles of Learning ‘Cwelelep’ — Recognising the need to sometimes
be in a place of dissonance and uncertainty, so as to be open to new
learning (Williams 2008).

New Songs for Quiet Time
From Progressive School of Long Island

Eric Jacobson, the Director of the Progressive School, has been writing songs for Quiet Time for over 25 years. These
songs are used to teach philosophy and inspire young people. The songs are sung collectively and lead into Baba Nam
Kevalam meditation. Afterwards their meaning is discussed. One of their latest songs focused on developing a peaceful
mind and discussion included tips such as:
Don’t worry - the force that guides the stars is guiding you too.
Find the good in everything that happens and in everyone you meet.
Be content with what you have and with what happens by practicing feeling gratitude every day.
Here is a link to four of the songs from Progressive School’s Quiet Time. They usually just sing the first verse with
younger children. The songs are called: What is Love, Shining Sea, The Force that Guides Us, and Lonely Tree.
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrd2LqgOl6iN2GmFEZVxoPccU95KCk6I8
Check back in a month and you will find, “Be Kind and Have a Peaceful Mind” added to the list.
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NHE Support Groups:

A powerful tool for refugee/migrant mothers in Greece
By Didi Ananda Uttama

“Through the educational support groups, I’ve discovered
that I can learn a lot,” shares Milenka, a 25 year old from
Cameroon. “I used to feel ashamed at being uneducated
but now I am not only learning but also helping other
mothers with what I’ve learned.”
Awakening the thirst for knowledge, helping mothers learn
and think critically, reinforcing core human values,
empowering mothers to understand when they are being
exploited or abused and assisting them to make informed
choices in their lives and the lives of their children are but
some of the underlying themes of AMURTEL1 Greece’s educational support group program for refugee and migrant
mothers. Hailing from Syria, Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq and more than 10 different African countries, the mothers are exposed
to ideas aimed at strengthening their lives as mothers while helping them realize their capacities, gain self-confidence, and
expand their perspectives beyond the often restrictive social norms in their native countries.
Attending sessions in either Arabic, Farsi, French or English, the mothers rotate through four
groups:
1. Caring for infants 0-6 months with an emphasis on breastfeeding
2. Caring for toddlers 6-18 months with a focus on nutrition
3. Sexual reproductive health literacy
4. Gender based violence awareness
The innate mother-infant bond, which sets the stage for inculcating trust, gratitude, intuitive
communication, and a sense of wonder in both infant and mother, is at the heart of the NHE
support group curriculum. Studies show that refugee and migrant women, particularly when
they are pregnant or have infants, are highly prone to the lingering effects of the trauma which caused them to migrate as
well as the traumas experienced on the way to the host country.
Masouma, an Afghan mother of two, came to us with her two month old son, Yusef, asking for diapers. When we
undressed the baby to weigh him, we found a severely malnourished infant not much more than skin and bones, almost too
weak to even suck and barely able to keep his eyes open. Masouma had not understood the Greek and English used at the
hospital after giving birth and thought that the doctor told her to feed the baby three times a day rather than at least every
three hours. Thinking that he was a “good” baby who didn’t cry much, slept a lot and didn’t seem to be very hungry,
Masouma was too traumatized to recognize the dangerously critical condition Yusef was in. But she was not a negligent
mother. In the next six weeks of hospitalization during which time our volunteers were with her, sometimes day and night,
we understood that she loved her children but was totally lost in her new environment. After discharge from the hospital,
her attendance at the educational support groups was a lifesaver. Illiterate, not even able to tell time, having no friends or
family in Athens, she began connecting with other mothers, became gradually more responsive to her infant and older son,
and used our center as a safe all-woman’s space to get to know herself once again.
Empowering mothers to not only help themselves and their families but to support and empower other mothers is just as
much a priority as self-learning. An amazing 93% of mothers told us in a survey that they use the knowledge gained in the
educational support groups to help other mothers in their communities. That means that the work is having a greater
impact than we even know as mothers become valuable community resources.
Glory is one of these dynamic, pro-active mothers. Originally from Nigeria, she took our breastfeeding peer-to-peer
training course and has made a YouTube video aimed at women from African countries. It was heartwarming to see her
enthusiastically encouraging mothers to breastfeed with accurate and well-presented information. She became so inspired
by taking our course that she decided to continue her education and was accepted to study at a university in the UK.
Sexual reproductive health and gender based violence are two areas that affect almost all the women coming to
AMURTEL and in which we see a lot of change. For most Middle Eastern women, it is huge to overcome the intense
taboos and shame of even saying aloud words relating to female body parts, let alone discussing any of it. It is not
uncommon for them to have no idea where their menstrual blood comes from or how fertilization occurs, as two examples
among many. This is particularly true for Afghan women, where illiteracy and lack of education are high. Most often very
1
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shy and embarrassed in the beginning, they soon enjoy
learning female anatomy and physiology and the menstrual
cycle, moving through related topics to finally ending with
contraception and family spacing. Following this are
discussions on women’s rights, social gender norms, what
constitutes violence and where they can get help if needed.
Nasrin, an Afghan woman from a small village, admitted
that the idea of a woman having such rights had never
occurred to her. She and her friends have begun talking
about this amongst themselves and have begun standing up
to their husbands. Engaged at 15 and married at 17 to her
cousin whom she did not love but was forced to marry,
Nasrin says the beatings that she received every day of her
life from her husband have begun to decrease. She feels
hopeful that with time and further acclimation into European society, they will decrease even more.
Their stories are many. A great number of African women report feeling safe in Greece, that the violence they endured in
their native countries was everywhere: in the home, the streets and the workplace. Many of our African women are single
mothers whose children are the results of sexual violence or survival sex.
Afryea, a Ghanian mother of one, was sold as a child into a rich man’s house, used as a servant and sex slave and had her
first child taken away at birth, most probably to be sold or enslaved. She does not know what happened to him. Managing
to escape with the help of a man who became her husband, they spent years en route and finally arrived in Athens, where
they’ve settled and had a child. Afryea emphatically states that the hardships she’s been through to get to Greece have all
been worth it because what she lived through will never happen here to her daughter.
The stories of the Middle Eastern women are different and tend to center around the theme of having been homebound
with their lives controlled by male family members. In Afghanistan, for example, a woman’s name is never uttered in
public and not written on documents including the wedding invitation when she marries, medical prescriptions or hospital
records when ill, not even on her death certificate or tombstone. She is always referred to as the wife, daughter, sister or
mother of male relatives and that includes when speaking directly to her. In parts of the country, especially villages,
women never leave the house without a male guardian. Thus, many women’s first step is to become independent little by
little. Some proudly declare that they move around Athens on their own or with their children without having to have
husbands or guardians with them while others say they are still not allowed to do that. A few tell that they no longer ask
their husband’s permission every time they go out. Many want to study, an option not previously open to them. They say
they have become stronger and speak their minds more readily. Shirin, a Syrian mother of 3, thinks she is one of the lucky
ones because, “I voice my opinions with my husband in ways I did not do in Syria and my husband listens in ways he
didn’t in Syria.”
Maryam, a 24 year old with one child, divulged in a group conversation that she wanted two or three children but her
husband wanted seven. She and the other women all laughed and nodded their heads while one woman came out with the
suggestion to let him take a second wife. That way, Maryam and her children would still be supported but she would not
be forced to have more. Some of the women immediately agreed that this was the sensible solution while others, who were
first wives and did not like having second or third wives in the family, disagreed. Maryam retorted as a strong, idealistic
and hopeful 24 year old that she did not want her husband to marry more wives. She said now that she was in Europe and
she knew her rights, she would ask him not to, crying, begging, screaming if necessary. Maryam went on to admit that in
Afghanistan, in this situation she would never have said a word, despite how painful it would be. Of course, she and the
others all agreed that if he decided to do it, she could not stop him. It was his choice ultimately, not hers. In the end, the
fact that polygamy is outlawed in Europe gives Maryam a feeling of safety but not surety.
One thing that almost all our women have in common, regardless of where they come from, is pride in motherhood. Being
a mother is a primary personal and social role which defines them, both individually and in society. Most of our women
agree that they were raised mainly to be mothers and this brings them much joy and a sense of fulfillment. The shared
commonality of motherhood at AMURTEL allows them to gradually open up and be willing to discuss, or at least think
about, a variety of topics, even sensitive ones such as sexuality, gender based social roles, abuse, and human rights.
Our aim at AMURTEL Greece is that the principles of Neohumanist education will help free women from dogma,
allowing them to become stronger through knowledge and being part of a community of mothers, thus giving their infants
the best possible start in life. While most of our mothers are devout Muslims or Christians, we hope that the essence of
Neohumanism will break down barriers of separateness and profoundly aid them in their determination to develop
themselves so that their children will have every opportunity for a full and meaningful life.
For more information, please contact: www.greece.amurtel.org amurtel.gr@amurtel.org
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Nuovo Mondo
Bringing Neohumanist Education to the Italian Alps
By Michela Urbani

About three years ago, the “Nuovo Mondo” project was born in
Losego, a small village in the province of Belluno in Italy by
Katiujsa Viel. She had inspired her family to turn their ancient
building at the centre of the village, which served as a place of
cheese making and then as a discothek and bar for 40 years, into
a spacious yoga centre and kindergarten. The desire to bring a
new type of education to the community and to be able to raise
children in a joyful, family context and mutual collaboration
between families made this dream come true. And so the
kindergarten was born as a growth path that respects the
development of each child and that does not subtract from their
free and innocent minds the values that too often we adults lose
but that are so natural for them: empathy, respect, curiosity and
fantasy. Carefree, but also courage and a fair amount of
recklessness!
Currently the kindergarten is aimed at children aged 2 to 5, but
there are plans to also create a primary school this October where
the educational programme during the first years of learning can
be continued.
The teaching within Nuovo Mondo is based on experiential
learning, learning alone, learning together and from what nature
offers us, and has as its backbone the philosophy of Neohumanist
Education. Education is therefore based on the principles of universal love, on the need for spiritual development, on the
ability to make the most of one's rationality and feelings, taking care of oneself and of all creatures on the planet. This is
possible only with activities that put us in close contact with nature, that make us explore, understand our creative
potential and that remove any inferiority complex. Only from a new education can we think of a new society.
The Alpine environment, meadows and woods are the ideal setting for the type of teaching offered. Children are
encouraged to stay outdoors as much as possible by offering sports in the meadows and forests, vegetable gardening, and
carpentry workshops. Other activities include yoga and meditation, kiirtan singing, artistic painting and drawing
workshops, and manual skills such as recycling, building small objects etc.
Learning also includes food education. Sentient food is proposed and parents are encouraged to do the same at home.
Children are actively involved in cooking, picking fruits and vegetables from the garden, preparing jams and biscuits, and
experimenting in the kitchen.
The “ancient grainz” project was particularly appreciated. The children
were able to see from scratch how wheat is sown and cultivated. With
2kg of wheat borrowed from the local seed bank and sewn in 220sqm of
land we harvested 1200kg. We grinded the wheat and used it in the
preparation of bread, pasta and lasagna. This is the experiential and
learning by doing approach we believe in.
A special aspect of this project is that children and adults learn together.
Families are directly involved; mothers and fathers are called to actively
collaborate in the realization of this project which aims to be a common
and social project. Based on their availability of time and their skills,
parents can cook, help with the work in the vegetable garden and
garden, build games, accompany the children on trips, etc.
Families thus have the opportunity to understand Neohumanist philosophy in a practical way, both indirectly through their
children, and with courses, meetings and in-depth evenings created ad hoc for parents.
The desire is to grow up human beings who are happy and aware of the important values in life, and who can live within a
peaceful and balanced family and society.
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Local Forms of Consciousness
Substratum of Viruses
By Henk de Weijer

Many epidemics of so-called viral diseases already occurred in the past hundred and twenty years. The Dutch researcher
Martinus Beijerinck (1851-1931) interpreted what he in 1898 found as a ‘contagium vivum fluidum,’ an ‘infectious
disease of something liquid’ and called it a virus. He could only conclude that the involved units were considerably
smaller than bacteria, but they still seemed capable of spreading themselves independently. They died at temperatures of
90ºC. A ‘contagious, living liquid’ unit is not very clear information. Any present form must be based on a substance.
Which kind of substance makes a virus? What clarity could philosophy, cosmology and evolution bring in this matter?
In Sutra 1-1 of his opus magnum, Ananda Sutram, the Indian philosopher Shrii P.R. Sarkar mentioned the existence of two
elementary components in the universe. 1
‘The single Infinite Being is composed of Consciousness and its Operative Principle.’ and also:
‘None of them can stand without the other. That is why it is said that they are an inalienable concomitance.’
If our universe contains objects with specific forms, it must be granular. If that is the case, the space between these
granules cannot be the substratum of a third principle, as this would be a violation of Sutra 1-1. A first conclusion can only
be that all expressions of consciousness and the operative principle both exist in granular and nongranular form, or in other
words, in local and nonlocal form. It also means that nothingness is an illusion; it does not exist. Empty space may exist,
but it cannot be empty. If nothingness does not exist, all forms must be entangled, since their internal, as well as external
space, is filled with nonlocal consciousness. If ever a bifurcation occurred between consciousness in local and nonlocal
form, when did that happen?
Immediately after the Big Bang, the level of energy and the temperature were so high that no elementary particles could
exist and only a plasmic state emerged. If, immediately after Planck time2 particles of energy emerged, would it not be
logical that in the same epoch, also particles of consciousness emerged? The smallest elementary particles that first
emerged have a name, quarks. The smallest particles of consciousness never had a name, until Shri Sarkar mentioned their
existence and coined their name: microvita, singular microvitum. Their size is tiny: ‘Billions of microvita produce a single
carbon atom.’
Viruses are a heterogeneous composition of atoms and molecules, yet that does not automatically mean danger. What
does make their presence dangerous is the fact that only crude, negative microvita are involved, whose only interest is
self-preservation and procreation. No feeling for their victims decreases the efficiency of their parasitism. What makes
their functioning so efficient?
One reason is their size. However, the danger is not so much in the number of atoms or bases, but in the number of megamolecules. If the number of atoms would be decisive, all atoms on our planet would pose this danger, which is not the
case. The number of negative microvita absorbed is related to the present macromolecules. The more energy that is
captured in those macromolecules, the more a positive or negative focus will be directed. The increase of their intrinsic
energy could only enhance their focus. If that focus is actually expressed, the endoplasmic regions will also be charged
with energy, which further enhances the ability to express themselves.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Are we lost when somehow negative microvita are attracted to specific crude situations and new viruses, or modifications
of old ones, emerge? The following text from ‘Microvitum in a Nutshell3 may show a solution.
“The disease can be cured only when the numbers of positive microvita
are increased, and they devour the negative microvita.”
Activated, negative microvita with a specific nature, have intrinsic energy, which means waves with a specific wavelength
and amplitude. (See Figures 1. and 2.) Suppose wave 1, coming from outside, creates a problem. When a virus with its
negative microvita (wave 1) is confronted with exactly matching waves but opposite focus from positive microvita (wave
2 in Figure 2), negative interference occurs, and both waves cease to exist.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 46
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Microvita, Morphogenetic Fields and Consciousness
by Dr. Hans-Joachim Rudolph & Ac. Vimalananda Avadhuta
Microvita Research e.V.

Life arose on planet Earth through five hierarchical stages of increasing molecular complexity: cosmic, geologic,
chemical, informational, and biological (1).
In the cosmic stage, the building blocks of life were formed as a byproduct of a nearby supernova explosion. The material
was expelled across space to form interstellar clouds, which are factories of organic molecular synthesis. During the
formation of the Solar System, this interstellar material was integrated into interstellar dusts, comets and carbonaceous
asteroids, which heavily bombarded the newly formed crust of our planet.
In the geologic stage, nucleobases were polymerized into RNA in terrestrial environments such as warm little ponds or
crater lakes. Also, fatty acids readily formed membranous vesicles when dispersed in terrestrial aqueous phases.
In the chemical stage, the mixing and recombination of organic molecules occurred within these primitive cell membranes.
Empty lipid membranes began to encapsulate various monomers and polymers for molecular symbiosis.
In the informational stage, programmed protein synthesis became available in the prebiotic system and the peptide/RNA
world gave rise to the protein/RNA world. A wide range of protein enzymes and structural proteins were synthesized at
this stage by translating genetic codes. Some of these enzymes catalyzed more and more complex biochemical reactions
(1).
Viruses can be defined as capsid-encoding organisms. In early stages, primordial viruses probably established a long-term
association with protocells, in which the latter released a steady stream of viral particles over an extended period of time,
benefiting both host and parasite in symbiosis. These ancient RNA viruses had a high mutation rate and underwent
evolution and natural selection, just like in cellular life (1).
Traditionally we maintain the ‘cell-first’ hypothesis. In that case viruses are considered to be parasites, which have no life
of their own. Rather they are practically as dead as crystalline chemicals.
The new line of thought is, however, that eukaryotic cells evolved from primordial viruses, where such viruses are not to
be identified with the virions, but with protocells, endowed with a single-stranded RNA. In the most archaic case, they
would also be devoid of ribosomes (2), having nothing but a lipid membrane, a cytosol enriched with various monomers
and polymers, and a translation machine using the GNC code - which is enough to allow for a ‘virus first’ hypothesis.
Accordingly, Jean-Michel Claverie writes in ‘Viruses take center stage in cellular evolution’ (Genome Biology, Volume 7,
Issue 6, 2006):
For a viral organism, the virus factory exhibits all the properties of the soma, in which genes are expressed, while the
particle state corresponds to the germline, which remains unchanged. If we follow this line of thought, one might think of
infection as being analogous to fertilization and the production of new virus particles as being akin to the formation of
gametes (3).
In this concept, viruses are very much different from crystalline chemicals! They live and replicate, and there is sufficient
scope for microvita to act upon the organic material: The formation of a lipid membrane as well as the folding of proteins
and transfer-RNA might occur due to “self-assembly” in consequence of van der Waals forces. But the formation of
virions requires more than that, and in my opinion it needs
morphogenetic fields to produce such structures.
So, the question is, how could microvita provide morphogenetic
fields? Here, the key words are ordered water, corticons, bosonic
quasiparticles (4). The latter can be produced and annihilated by
microvita (5).
Regarding their visibility, I expect that it should be possible to display
patterns of ordered water and even single corticons by a sophisticated
microscope of the future. To make it more practical, just have a look
at these demonstrations:

Figure 1: Chladni Plates
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lRFysSAxWxI)
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Table 1: Analogies between Chladni Plates and virus infected protocells

Microvita and Organic Macromolecules
In the previous part we dealt with the origin and function
of morphogenetic fields. Now the question arises as to
where these microvita actually reside?
The answer depends on the underlying philosophy:
Those who adhere to idealism or dualism will reply that
they reside in the realm of ideas and res cogitans
respectively. And those who adhere to physicalism
(material monism) will reply that they reside inside
matter. To bridge these approaches, Gotthard Günther
made some interesting remarks in his book ‘The
Consciousness of Machines’ (6), where he writes:
“It is perfectly possible to translate idealistic
terminology into that of intelligent dialectical
materialism and vice versa. Unfortunately, our eastern
colleagues have not yet understood this fact! However,
no arrangement is possible between transcendental
idealism and the "stupid" materialism, which has not yet
realized that the "material" must have reflective
properties as well.” And then:
“Even the deadest, most "mindless" stuff is endowed
with reflexivity. It would be - remaining in the usual
physical perspective - e.g. quite impossible that on
planet Earth self-organizing living beings emerge, which
call themselves in self-reflection "humans", and claim to
have a "mind", if not all reflection components of what
we call consciousness and mind are already in that
hypothetical gas cloud and its surrounding space-time
dimension, from which our solar system was supposed to
have originated. Whether one calls that metaphysical X
God, soul, spirit or self-reflective matter, is totally
irrelevant. Only children are allowed to quarrel over
words.”

Generally, this approach is called dual-aspect monism
(7); in Indian philosophy it is also known as
Advaetadvaeta'dvaetava'da, meaning non-dualistic
dualistic non-dualism. It denotes a philosophy where
myriads of entities evolve from an original oneness, but
do have a potential to return to the oneness of the
supreme conception. So, during their separateness, they
are governed by dualism, but when returning to their
original abode, they are again governed by monism. In
Nama'mi Krs'n'a Sundaram (8), Shrii Shrii Anandamurti
beautifully describes this as follows:
“... non-dualistic in the beginning, residing in the heart
of Parama Purus'a. Parama Purus'a was One, but He
desired to become many in a sportive mood. Eko'ham'
bahusya'm -- ʻI was One but I became many.ʼ Later,
after playing with all, He finally called them unto Him,
saying, ʻMy children, return to Me. The day is over, it is
evening. Return home.ʼ Not only is Vrajagopa'la the
quintessence of all human sensibilities and the nucleus of
the human mind, but His heart is the last and final
shelter of all the jiivas of this universe.” (Discourse 22,
Vrajagopa'la and Pariprashna).
In Microvitum in a Nutshell (9), He additionally says
that atoms are made of billions of microvita. As soon as
they combine to form molecules, some of these
microvita get released from their tight atomic structures
into the energy fields created by chemical valences, van
der Waals bonds and the water rotational field of
aqueous clusters.
Actually, all the five types of Tanmatras are media for
microvita to travel and float around. In the microscale,
we can assign the solid factor to the conditions in the
atomic nuclei, the liquid factor to those in the electron
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shells, the luminous factor to those in the chemical
valences, the aerial factor to those in the van der Waals
bonds and the ethereal factor to those in the water
rotational fields. In particular, the folding of
macromolecules, i.e. their shape, is determined by van
der Waals bonds; likewise, their receptivity is facilitated
by the water rotational fields. (10) This is prominent in
case of polymers of amino acids, nucleobases, and/or
glycosides, where the weak energy fields are so
numerous that groups of free floating microvita become
prevalent - a process comparable to electrical conductors
allowing the free flow of electrons. In contrast to
electrons, however, they don't reside in common space,
rather an extension of 3D-space is required for their
accommodation (5). And in this way we accomplish the
demands of dual-aspect monism: Microvita as well as
their related substrates occupy lateral space-times, but
stay in the proximity of these macromolecules,
enveloping their physical substratum.

Viruses May Very Well Be
Conscious
After discussing the role of microvita in
macromolecules, the next step is to consider
consciousness, where I don’t mean any higher or even
supreme consciousness, rather these macromolecules are
to be related to a very rudimentary consciousness,
similar to the one, Tam Hunt referred to in his article
‘Electrons May Very Well Be Conscious’ (11).
So, what is consciousness in its most fundamental sense,
and how is it related to microvita? Actually, the word
“consciousness” is an umbrella term that covers a wide
variety of mental phenomena (12).
At its simplest it is, however, “awareness“ or
“sentience“, which means that content is supposed to
oscillate between or resonate with two levels of
existence. This reflectivity was pointed out already in the
previous chapter, where I referred to Gotthard Günther
saying that “even the deadest, most ‘mindless’ stuff
(must be) endowed with reflexivity” (6). So, we might

agree that reflexivity is at the core of all consciousness.
And in this context, Shrii P.R. Sarkar‘s ‘Four Chamber
Model‘ provides a scheme (9), by which the contents of
four planes (chambers) can be reflected onto each other,
with microvita being the agents or mediators of these
reciprocal oscillations.
Regarding macromolecules with group C microvita in
their chemical valences, group D microvita in their van
der Waals and group E microvita in their water rotational
fields, the released microvita are commissioned to reflect
these energies on the para- (A objective) and
metaphysical (A & B subjective) planes.
Now, if a number of macromolecules are combined as a
virion, their force fields are lacking group E microvita,
simply because there is no water rotational field. But if
that virion enters a cell and transforms it into a virus,
group E microvita are enabled. This is why the level of
reflexivity is higher in viruses than in virions. On the
same grounds we can say that a virus is alive, whereas a
virion is only potentially alive.
Regarding Tam Hunt‘s electrons, it is concluded that
calling them conscious is quite a stretch, as they are
lacking group A, C, D and E microvita, which means
that their energy fields are reflected onto the
paraphysical plane (A objective) in an extremely reduced
way.

Microvita and
Consciousness
The idea that not only the cosmos as a whole, but each of
its parts must be endowed with consciousness is not new.
Rather, it gained remarkable prominence 350 to 500
years ago, particularly among Italian theologians and
philosophers. Unluckily, they were neither supported by
the Catholic Church, nor by the proponents of the
upcoming natural sciences. Consequently, they were
sandwiched between the advocates of Scholasticism and
the torchbearers of the objectivist and mechanistic
worldview that followed.
Their names are Giovanni
Pico della Mirandola (14631494), Girolamo Cardano
(1501-1576), Bernardino
Telesio (1509-1588),
Francesco Patrizi (15291597), Giordano Bruno
(1548-1600), and Tommaso
Campanella (1568-1639).

Figure 2: Modified Four Chamber Model (5), derived from P.R. Sarkar’s Microvita Cosmology (8)

So, Pico writes in his
Conclusiones: “Nothing in
the world is devoid of life.
... Wherever there is life,
there is soul; wherever
there is soul, there is
mind.” Cardano, on the
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other hand, says: “All things have soul, but only the
higher forms - such as humans - have minds.” Telesio,
on the other hand, conveys that a primordial sense of
“being affected” pervades the entire universe. This
Sensus is necessarily self-awareness, “and accordingly
nature is conscious nature.” Here, the question arises as
to whether the individual objects of the world possess
souls in themselves, or whether they are merely
extensions or the one world-soul. In that respect, Patrizi
opts for the pluralist view. He sees soul as a manifold
entity, present both as distinct individuals and as united
in the comprehended world-soul. Likewise Bruno: He
takes the Aristotelian orthodoxy, according to which
nature has two internal constituent principles - form and
matter - but interprets them in a Platonic or Plotinian
manner. In particular, he considers form as produced by
soul. Bruno asserts that “... every form is produced by a
soul. For all things are animated by the world-soul, and
all matter is everywhere permeated by soul and spirit”
(P. Kristeller, Eight Philosophers of the Italian
Renaissance. Stanford University Press, 1964). Finally
Campanella: He argues that, because all things sense,
they can be said to know, and consequently to possess a
kind of wisdom. First and foremost, things know
themselves. Each thing knows of its own existence and
its own persistence over time: “All things have the
sensation of their own being and their own
conservation” (13).

Apart from such vertical (bottom-up/top-down)
interactions, horizontal interconnectedness has been
demonstrated among neuronal assemblies, creating
networks that are believed to give rise to consciousness,
as soon as a certain level of complexity is reached (15).
This approach is applied in Integrated Information
Theory (IIT), allowing models of interconnectedness that
develop higher numbers of evolved concepts and
“integrated conceptual information“ (“Big Phi”). An
example can be seen at:
http://integratedinformationtheory.org/animats.html.

So, when we say that viruses may very well be
conscious, we refer not only to the late Indian
philosopher and social reformer Shrii P.R. Sarkar, but
also to the great philosophers of Italian Renaissance.
Admittedly, they didn’t become mainstream thinkers in
their days; Bruno was burnt at the stake for his ideas and
Campanella had to serve for his beliefs 27 years in
prison. But they are cherished nowadays, and in case of
Bruno, his death sentence was commuted with regret by
the Catholic authorities (13).
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After all, this line of thinking maintains the NonEmergence Argument, which says that soul cannot arise
from no-soul, and hence soul must have been present at
the very origin of things. Campanella, for example,
argues that “like comes from like,” that is, that
emergence is impossible:
“Now, if the animals are sentient…and sense does not
come from nothing, the elements whereby they and
everything else are brought into being must be said to be
sentient, because what the result has the cause must
have.”
As opposed to this, modern theories of consciousness are
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emerge from multiple lower levels. At each level of
complexity, entirely new properties appear. These
emergent properties can then act down on the lower
levels, which means that life depends critically on both
top-down and bottom-up interactions across spatial
scales (14).

In addition to that, we have discussed discrete
oscillations between subjective and objective states *. As
opposed to the aforesaid, these can be called “lateral”
interactions, commemorating Carl Friedrich Gauß‘
suggestion, who wrote in 1831: “Had the units +1, –1,
√-1 not been called positive, negative, imaginary (or
even impossible), but rather direct, inverse, and lateral,
it would have hardly been possible to speak about their
obscurity” (16).
In summary, horizontal, vertical and lateral
interconnectedness do not exclude each other, rather the
Emergence and Non-Emergence Argument allows for a
third one (tertium datur), which amounts, at higher levels
of integrated information, to what we may call a
complete aggregate of consciousness.
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GLOBAL NEWS
MANILA SECTOR
Vietnam
Mid-Autumn Festival Celebration at Lily Center
By Ly Hoang
Autumn has come and we can feel it in the breeze. The sun is not as
strong as in the summer. It seems everyone including animals – birds,
dogs and cats – feels relieved and relaxed with the weather. Showers
come and go as a sign that another rainy season will start soon. The city
has just woken up from the 2nd hit of the Covid pandemic. This time it
burst out right in Danang city which made everything frozen for nearly
2 months. By the time children started school again, the mid-autumn
festival was also “nearby the gate”. Mid-Autumn is a traditional
festival in Vietnam, and also in many East Asian and Southeast Asian
countries. It is on the full moon night of August. Traditionally on this
night, there would be a dragon dance to commemorate the dragon to
bring rain for the crops. People prayed for bountiful harvests, increase
in livestock and human babies. Lanterns would be lit up and people
would eat mooncakes while observing the moon to celebrate another
round of harvest. Nowadays, it becomes a festival for children while the
tradition of dragon/lion dance, lanterns and mooncakes continues. It is
the time people celebrate with family, relatives and friends. Children
would either make their own lanterns or have their parents buy one for
them.
This year, we decided to let children experience making their own
lanterns. In modern days, it’s very easy and convenient to buy
electronic ones from the shop. However, keeping the tradition of
cutting and pasting paper to create a hand-made lantern is fun and
meaningful for children. Together with families on the same street, we
organized a simple celebration for them. The night was welcomed with
a cool breeze from the river nearby. The sky was clear with stars
flickering their dim light. Soon after, the moon also rose behind the
trees. Children were happy playing football or with their lanterns. We were all out on the street to enjoy the night because
we know after the mid-autumn, the monsoon rain will come and it will rain non-stop for many days. The lion team gave us
an amazingly impressive dance. Children shouted out with joy, while some were scared with their first experience seeing
these giant animals. After that, each child was awarded with a pack of sweets. Everyone was delighted. At the end of the
party, children lit up their lanterns to welcome the moon and another year of celebration in peace and joy.

Neohumanist Education in Saigon By Trần Thúy Ngọc
The new school year of mainstream education in
Vietnam has always been opened solemnly on the
5th of September of every year with a respectful
ceremony in every school: reception of the letter
from the country President and the Party General
Secretary, welcoming message from the Principal
together with the teacher assignment list, the sound
of the opening drum, and the visit of some
important educational personalities in certain
schools. Especially this year is the first year of
reforming elementary education to make it more
humanist and liberal in terms of management,
curriculum, textbooks, evaluation, disciplines etc.
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In Saigon we also go along the flow with neohumanist activities: book translation, workshops for children to learn how to
make cakes, neem soaps for some charity services, RAWA courses of Prabhat Samgitta, yoga classes, yoga kid teacher
training, festivals for poor children, weekly work in the master units and so on. We understand that sadvipras (righteous
sages), who are the vitality of a human society, should be educated right from childhood. And we hope to contribute in this
education with our humble activities. Still water runs deep!

NEW YORK SECTOR
Kingston, Jamaica
Launching Renaissance Universal - By Jennifer Samuels
While Jamaicans are exercising caution with regard to the global pandemic, we are trying to be innovative in our
endeavours. On Sunday, September 20, 2020 we launched Renaissance Universal with a ‘Community Building’
programme.
Renaissance Universal (RU) is a movement and a network of people dedicated to the ideal of a universal renaissance in
human affairs. The impetus and inspiration for the movement came from Prabhat Ranjan Sarkar on January 27, 1958. He
encouraged artists, musicians, writers, intellectuals and scientists to create a second renaissance, a global renaissance. He
named the movement Renaissance Universal.
We distributed the flyer via social-media to about 25 people and had 15 attendees. Some who were unable to show up,
requested a repeat event in the near future, and we hope to be able to do one at least quarterly.
The function was planned as a celebration of Shrii P. R. Sarkar’s visit to the island, September 20-23, 1979. Sunday’s
event marked the second year we arranged a festivity for this anniversary, and our aim is to continue to do so annually
going forward.
The programme was very well received and everyone hailed the event as enjoyable, citing the food, drumming, Prabhat
Samghita, and wellness presentations. Didi Ananda Devaprana catered delicious Indian snack foods which were also well
received. The venue was the stately home of Cathy March, Oriental Doctor, and we were blessed with a beautiful
(unexpected) sunny afternoon… just as when he visited that historic rainy September.
The event was sponsored by GAEAlifestyle & Uma Inspired by Spirit! - jaigangaja@gmail.com

Shrii PR Sarkar Centenary
Celebration
The P.R. Sarkar Institute announces a year-long celebration from the
full moon of May 2021 to the full moon of May 2022 to honour the
100th anniversary of the birth of Shrii P.R. Sarkar. Depending on
freedom of travel at the time, the celebration will include global events
(online if necessary), the production of a documentary film and
exhibition, and the publication of two illustrated books, all aimed at
inspiring old and new generations of spiritual seekers to find new
meaning and inspiration in the life and teachings of P.R. Sarkar. More
details will be coming up at www.prsinstitute.org
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GEORGETOWN SECTOR
Argentina
News from Campo Divino
Campo Divino (Ánanda Náráyańa) continues its development,
introducing new and progressive dynamics, in the middle of the
turning point the world is facing today. Without volunteering power
or presence, the focus has been on strengthening human relations
within Campo Divino’s Family with programs for adults, animals and
a major focus on gardening.
Horses and Yoga lifestyle
Ying Yang and Krpa, two beautiful mares, are new members of the
Campo Divino family, thanks to the precious collaboration of
Argentinean friends who were inspired by this project that seeks to
transmit neohumanism more and more every day. In a month and a half of living with these special beings, and with all
the inspiration that neohumanist teachings awaken in us, we have developed a mutual trust so deep that we can climb them
without reins, massage them, feed them with our hands, hug and kiss each other. Thanks to them, we have shared one of
the fullest neohumanist experiences with Osvaldo, a 92-year-old grandfather, and Lila, a 7-year-old girl, who have been
riding the horses.
Grandpa Osvaldo is one of the volunteers and permanent inhabitants of Campo Divino, and at 92 years old became the
oldest volunteers ever! He has been sharing tasks and responsibilities with all of us. He worked alongside his grandson
for 15 days in the installation of a fence for the horses. He is a true example and a source of hope, awakening the spirit of
Neohumanism in young people (and the not so young too!).
Greenhouse for life
Settled in high altitude (750 masl) winters can be truly cold with frost
most days during the night. In order to continue cultivating throughout
the year an appropriate greenhouse was built where different varieties
of winter vegetables were grown and utilized for daily consumption.
With the arrival of spring the expansion of vegetable gardening and
other trees also takes place in different parts of Campo Divino which
by today has nearly 100 fruits trees growing and more than 300 herbal
medicine plants including 3 types of lavender, sage, rosemary,
citronelle, mint, etc.
Campo Divino is indeed today a tremendous source of inspiration for
all offering the way to a happy and meaningful life through good
company, organic living, permaculture, natural remedies, healthy lifestyle, and animals‘ training center. By applying the
lessons from Shrii PR Sarkar we are developing projects from our hearts.
Welcome!! www.campodivino.com.ar

DELHI SECTOR
A book titled "Curriculum Reconstruction for Primary Education" written by Dr. Sunandita
Bhowmik has been published by New Delhi Publishers, New Delhi. The book is based on
neohumanism.
Recently the Indian Government promulgated and announced a new education policy for the entire
country, which was a radical departure from the old education policy. On August 15th, 2020 a
panel discussion was held on-line on "The Issues and Challenges in Indian Education - a
Neohumanist Perspective". About 50 educators participated. The persons who were part of the
panel included Dr. Biswajit Bhowmik, Dr. Nabin Jana, Advaita, Acarya Svarupananda and Dr.
Shambhushivananda. Ms.Prabha Ranjan and Pranav were the hosts. Dr. Sunandita Bhowmik moderated the session.
Advaita, a scholar from Indian Institute of Management at Ahmedabad, provided a historical perspective of the education
policies adopted to date . Dr. Biswajit Bhowmik, Deputy Director at IGNOU Kolkata Regional Center and Dr Nabin Jana,
Assistant Professor at NISER, Odisha provided illuminating insights into the new policy. Finally, Dr. Shambhushivananda
showed how the policy was a progressive step in the Indian educational scene but that it still fell short of embracing
neohumanist principles in totality.
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NAIROBI SECTOR
Accra, Ghana
2020 Celebration of Prabhat Samghiita Day
By Jayaliila
"Prabhat Samghiita was started on the 14th Sept 1982. A total of 5018
songs were composed by Shrii PR Sarkar. The composition includes
devotional songs and songs for birthdays, funeral and festivals. These
songs were composed in 8 different languages. The majority of these
songs are in Bengali. We have monthly classes. We also celebrate
Prabhat Samghiita Day every year here in Accra, Ghana. This year 2
new songs were learned, 4166 and 4070. These 2 songs are in 2
different languages: Urdu and Hindi. This is a deviation from the
Bengali and Sanskrit. We sang these songs collectively to begin and
end the celebration.
There was a competition as every individual took turns to sing their
favorite song. To crown it all Didi Ananda Gunamaya and Dada
Krsnasundarananda took turns individually to sing a song each. The
celebration was successful and the songs were pleasing to the ears and
heart. A good vibration was created at the end a couple of people
commented on the benefits of Prabhat Samghiita, saying they are a
panacea for many difficulties and diseases"

Lotus Center update by Didi Ananda Gunamaya
At the Lotus Center Children’s Center, while the school is closed we have painted the walls and also have been doing lots
of art work for make the place happier for the kids. We still need help to finish painting the school, so those who would
like to contribute can write to me: didigayatri@yahoo.com.
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HONG KONG SECTOR
Taiwan

Planting Trees, Growing Love at Ananda Jyoti
by Rutger Tamminga
Every two months we have a four-day-three night meditation camp in
the forested mountains in the north of Taiwan at a rural integrated
village called Ananda Jyoti. Usually thirty or forty people come and
learn meditation and asanas and enjoy nature related activities.
Though every camp is different, the themes are spirituality and nature
exploration.
With every camp, we have learned more and more about the intimate
relationship between nature and the human mind. We are nature and
we are totally integrated with it, from the first Helium atom that
emerged with the Big Bang 13.5 billion years ago. In fact we are even
connected to before the Big Bang. The camp is about exploring these
deepest connections.
Inspired by research and publications by
people like Neil Shubin (author of ‘Your
Inner Fish”) we learn to trace our bodies’
connection through scientific research to
the first cockroaches, fish, worms and
trees. We do so in the framework of the
Brahma Chakra cycle from yoga
philosophy and offer this as an alternative
paradigm to the human centered
perspective of our society today.
We meditate, paint, dance and sing and through the deep interactions with each other,
recharge our hearts with new energy and strength to embrace our lives.
Our camps are Neohumanist in spirit, with vegetarian meals, discussions on the future
of the planet and our personal lives. Many aspects of Neohumanist psychology come up
in the workshops such as economic fairness, social equality, circular life styles, decentralized living and spirituality. In Taiwan there is a movement for eco-humanism,
related to eco-psychology, which is very similar to Neohumanism with its central
concept of love for all.
As we see a growing interest in our activities, we are now working on forming the
Taiwan Neohumanist Association to further promote this lifestyle for a sustainable
planet.

...CONTINUED FROM PAGE 38
Local Forms of Consciousness – Substratum of Viruses
By Henk de Weijer
Beijerinck concluded that viruses were alive. After him, microbiologists discovered that viruses could not procreate by
themselves and thus could not accept them as living units. If microvita are the cause and carriers of life, why should
viruses -- even as collections of only negative microvita-- not be accepted again as living?
Endnotes
1
Sarkar Shrii PR. 1967. Ananda Sutram: Chapter 1. AMPS, EE7.5. 2009.
The literal text is: “Brahma [Cosmic Entity] is the composite of Shiva [Consciousness] and Shakti [Operative
Principle].”
2
Planck time = 10^-43 sec
3
Sarkar Shrii PR. Microvitum in a Nutshell1967. AMPS, EE7.5. 2009.
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